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,THE VIRGINIAN
PUBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
1912
To
Cliff W. Stone, B.S., ,~!.D·
We debicale U!is volume of
The Virginian
as a mark of our respect
anb esteem
To The Virginian
o Virginian, we send thee forth amid sundry hopes and fears!
For thou art a symbol of our laughter and our tears.
The noblest name of all we have chosen now for thee,
And so ever true and loyal thou wilt have to be-
A road of the loving heart back to the golden shore,
Where friendships were begun and learning was in store.
On thy pages are the faces that to our hearts were near,
And the old, familiar places that memory holds so dear.
Then sail forth, 0 Virginian, on our love as on a sea;
For the ship that bears our treasures shall ever honored be.
ANTOINETTE DAVIS.
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Class of JanU~~ary,1912
SUE DUVAL ADAMS S. .lEAN BOATWRIGHT
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA
Argus Literary Society; Lynchburg Club; Nonpareil Ten·
nis ·Club·
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA
Lynchburg Club·
IRENE ELIZABETH BRIGGS JULIA KATHERINE COOK
SCOTTSV'ILLE, VIRGINIA
Gamma ~Theta; Treasurer of Athenian Literary Society,
1910-1911; Glee Club; Secretary and Treasurer of Class,
1911-1912; O. G, R. E.
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
Kappa Delta Sorority; Cunningham Literary Society;
President of January Class, 1912.
FLORENCE GARBEE BLANCHE HEDRICK
LAWYERS, VIRGINIA
Athenian Literary Society; German Club; Glee Club.
BANE. VIRGINIA
Jefferson Debating Society; Saints' Club.
LAURA E. MAXEY CAROLINE McCRAW
RANSONS. VIRGINIA NATHALlE, VIRGINIA
Argus Literary Society; Corresponding Secretary of
Y. W. C. A., 1911; Glee Club.
FRANCES C. MERRYMAN
RUSTBURG, VIRGINIA,
Vice President of Ruffner Debating Society, 1911.
VIRGINIA PAULETTE
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
S. N. S. Basket Ball Team; Green Team; Senior Team,
1912; 1. M. P. S.
HONOR PRICE FLORA REDD
IV~EY DEPOT. Y1RGINIA SUI"HERLIN, V~lRGINIA
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority; Censor Argus Literary
Society. 1911; Athletic Association; IV. A. N. K.; Glee
Club; Cotillion Club.
Gamma Theta; Reporter of Cunningham Literary Soci-
ety, 1911; Cotillion Club; Glee Club; Dramatic Club.
THURZETT A THOMAS BESSIE WYNNE
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
President of Athenian Literary Society, 1911; BusineSS
Manager of The Focus, 1911; Glee Club; Dramatic Club;
German Club.
NE~W'PORT NEWS. VIRGIN IA
Librarian of Y. W. C. A., 1911; Recording Secretary of
Pierian Literary Society; Corresponding Secretary of
Pierian Literary Society.
To the "Beloved Vagabonds"
0, ye who answer the Call of the Road
As it lilts through the Voice of Spring,
Do you think, as you wander over the world
Through lands forgotten and ways unknown,
Of the hearts that have ceased to sing?
Of the throbbing ache of the heart that comes
To those who must watch and wait
And wait and wait through the weary months
Till the lkind gods turn to a merciless force,
And one blindly calls it." Fate?"
By all the love of passionate hearts
That are weary with longing- for you;
By the power of thoughts that will arise
When darkness enfolds and the stars bring dreams
Of a girl who is always true;
By our anguish of spirit that cries to you,
"Forswear the Gypsy Trail!"
Heed not the lure of the Otherwhere; forget the Voice in the Wind!
0, masters, heed! For a woman's heart
Is calling you home from the Trail.
HELENA GERTRUDE KEISTER.
PROF~, J, MERRITT LEAR
Honorary Member of the Class of June, 1912
Oolo1's: Red and Green
P1'esident
V iee P1'esident
Secl'etary
T'reasur-er
Reporte1'
Senior Class
Motto: ,~Non sibi, sed omnibus"
OFFICERS
HONORARY M~EMBER
PROF, J. MERRITT LEAR
Flowel~: American Beauty
LETA CHRISTIAN
EUNICE WATKINS
ELIZABETII FEILD
LILY PERCIV'AL
AN NE~ CONWAY
MARY W. ANDERSON MARY FRANCES ARMISTEAD
BEN VENUE, VIRGINIA
Pierian Literary Society; The Reds; Senior Basket Ball
Team; Love-Set Tennis Club.
~HALIfAX COUNTY, VIHGrNIA
Vice President of Pierian Literary Society, 1910; Member
of Student Government Committee, 1910-1911; Member of
Student Association Committee, 1911-1912.
MAMIE LUCILE AUERBACH
HAM1PTON, VlRGIN1A
President of Cunningham Literary Society, 1911-1912:
Assistant Literary Editor of The Focus, 1910-1911; Literary
Editor of The Focus, 1911-1912; Vice President of German
Cluh, 1911-1912; Member of Student Association Committee;
B. A.
LOUISE DE SEGUR BALTHIS
UN I 1'1:~RSITY, VIRG1N IA
First Vice Piresident of Argus Literary Society, 1911-1912;
Literary Editor of The Virginian; Mystic Circle; Germs(?);
Leap Year Club, B. E. A. N. S.; Chanticleer Troupe.
FANNY BLAND
RICHMONO, VIRGINlA
Cunningham Literary Society; Class Historian.
SALLIE WALKER BLANKENSHIP
SOUTH RICHMIOND, VIRGINIA
Recording Secretary of Pierian Literary Society, 1912;
Reporter of Dramatic Club, 1911-1912; President of Rich·
mond Club, 1912; Assistant Literary Editor of The Vir-
ginian; Mystic. Circle.
NINA BEVERLY BRECKENRIDGE
BRISTOL, VIROlN IA
LUCILLE BOWDEN
NORFOLK, VIROINIA
Vice President of Pierian Literary Society, 1911; Censor
of Pierian Literary Society, 1912.
MAY ROYALL BRIGGS
A~MIISSVILLE, VIRGINIA
Love-Set Tennis Club.
ELLIE TREVILIAN BRISTOW
F'A1RM~VILLE, V'IRGINIA
D E A; President of Glee Club.
~ANNIE ALETHA BURROUGHS MARY ELFRETH CARRINGTON
PORTSMOUTH, VIRGI::\IA
Cunningham Literary Society; Cotillion Club.
CHARLOTTE: COURTHOUSE:, VIRGI::\IA
Kappa Delta Sorority; D. 1. R. K.; F. A. N. G. S.; Leap
Year Club; B. E. A. N. S.; Mystic Circle.
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A E CATHERI E CHEWNI G
BEAVER DAM, VIRGINIA
Germs (?).
LETA RANDOLPH CHRISTIAN
STA NT0N, VIRGINIA
Treasurer of Pierian Literary Society, 1910; Reporter of
Junior Class; Recording Secretary of Y. W. C. A., 1911; The
Reds; Critic of Pierian Literary Society, 1911; Delegate to
Asheville Conference, June, 1911; Executive Committee of
Student Government Association, 1910-1911; 1911-1912;
~Germs (?); Senior Basket Ball Team; Reporter of Pierian
Literary Society, 1912; Vice President of Love-Set Tennis
Club; President of Senior Class.
ANNE PERMELIA CLARK BESSIE BLUME COOPER
SALEM~, VIRGINIA
Argus Literary Society; Vice President of the French
Club.
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA
M Q; Secretary and Treasurer of Athletic Association,
1911-1912; Nonpareil Tennis Club; Germs (?); Flexible
Flyer.
ELK CREEK, VIRGINIA
Treasurer of Jefferson Debating Society, 1911; Corre-
sponding Secretary of Jefferson Debating Society, 1912_
MAEBELLE KATHERINE CLARKE
HAMPTON, VIRGINIA
Censor of Cunningbam Literary Society, 1910-1911; The
Green Team; Senior Basket Ball Team.
MARY RING CORNETTE
ANNE TAYLOR COLE ANNE B. CONWAY
FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA
Pieri an Literary Society.
NEW~PORT NEW~~S, VIRGINIA
Critic of Argus Literary Society, 1911-1912; German Club,
1911; The Green Team; Assistant Literary Editor of The
Focus, 1911-1912; Reporter of Senior Class; Senior Basket
Ball Team; Germs (?); Mystic Circle; Editor in Chief of
The Virginian.
GRACE MA DE COX GREZILDA E. COX
PIPE~R'S rAP, VIRGINIA PIPER'S G~AP, VI.RGINIA~
Treasurer of Jefferson Debating Society, 1912. Vice President of Jefferson Debating Society. 1911.
LETTYE ELIZABETH COX
EARLYSVILLE, VIRGINIA
Athenian Literary Society; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, 1911-
1912; Asheville Delegate, June, 1911.
NANNIE LOUIS CROWDER
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Critic of Ruffner Debating Society; President of Ruffner
Debating Society.
SUSIE LEE CRUMP LOUISE DAVIS
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA
Kappa Delta Sorority; President of Coti~llion Club, 1911-
1912; Vice President of Cunningham Literary Society; Glee
Club; Lynchburg Club; Leap Year Club; Germs (?);
B. E. A. N. S.; F?A* NG!S!!; Benedictine.
RICIHMOND COUNTY, VIRGINIA
Vice President, President, Critic of Jefferson Debating
Society, 1910-1911; Reporter of Jefferson Debating Society,
1911-1912.
ZULEIME CLIFTON DuVAL EDNA VIOLET EWART
RUSTBURG, \"lRG IX IA
Treasurer of Ruffner Debating Society, 1911.
SOUTH RICHMOXD, VIRGIXIA
~MQ; Corresponding Secretary of Pierian Literary Society,
1911; President of Pierian Literary Society, 1912; Assistant
Art Editor of The Virginian; Reporter of Ricbmond Club,
1912; Cotillion Club; Nonpareil Tennis Club; Flexible Fly-
'ers; Chanticleer Troupe; W. A. N. K.!
MAUDE EDNA FENTRESS ELIZABETH CHRISTIAN FEILD
FENTRESS, VIRGINIA CHASE CITY, VIRGINIA
Vice President of Pieri an Literary Society, 1911; Presi-
dent of Pierian Literary Society, 1911-1912;Love-Set Tennis
Club; Dramatic Club; Secretary of Senior Class, 1912.
MILDRED FLOURNOY NELLIE CLAIRE GATES
MORGANFIELD, KENTUClKY
Athenian Literary Society.
ARARAT, VIRGIN'IA
Corresponding Secretary of Jefferson Debating Society,
1911.
MARTHA LOUISE GEDDY MATTIE LEE GRIGG
TOANO, VIRGINIA
Gamma Theta; Recording Secretary of Argus Literary
Society, 1911-1912; The Reds; Senior Basket Ball Team;
Glee Club; Cotillion Club; Nonpareil Tennis Club;
Germs (?); D. 1. R. K.; Leap Year Club.
PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA
Argus Literary Society; Love-Set Tennis Club; C. C. C.
LEAH C. HALLER ELIZABETH GOODWIN HART
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
Vice President of Pierian Literary Society, 1912; Athletic
Association.
NORTH GARDEN, VIRCINIA
Kappa Delta Sorority; Second Vice President of Argus
Literary Society, 1911-1912; Finance Committee of Normal
League; Cotillion Club; Leap Year Club; Mystic Circle;
Germs (?); B. E. A. N. S.; F?A*N-G'S'!; Class Poet;
Chanticleer Troupe; Benedictine.
BESSIE EVELYN HATCHER
CHESTER, VIRGINIA
Pierian Literary Society.
SARAH ELIZABETH HAWTHORNE
WATERFORD, VIRGINIA
Assistant Business Manager of The Focus, 1911; Second
Vice President of Pierian Literary Society, 1911; Corre-
sponding Secretary of Pierian Literary Society, 1912.
MARY ARMISTEAD HOLT SUSIE M. HOLT
HAMPTON, ,IRGINIA
Kappa Delta Sorority; Senior Vice President of Student
Government Association, 1910; The Green Team, 1909-1910;
Exchange Editor of the Guidon, 1910; Vice President of
AThletic Association, 1910; Intersociety Debater, Argus·
Athenian, 1910; Vice President of Athenian Literary Soci-
ety, 1910; Recording Secretary of Athenian Literary Soci-
ety, 1911; President of Athenian Literary Society, 1910 and
1912; Member of Student Committee, 1911-1912; Assistant
Editor in Chief of Tbe Virginian; Cotillian Club; Love-Set
Tennis Club; Germs (?); Mystic Circle; Leap Year Club.
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINLA
Recording Secretary of Ruffner Debating Society, 1911;
Treasurer of Ruffner Debating Society, 1912.
LELIA MAE HOOPER
SOUTH RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Richmond Club.
GENEVIEVE HOPKINS
PORT NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
Cunningham Literary Society.
ESME HOWELL MYRTLE ELIZABETH HUDDLE
BRISTOL, VIRGINIA
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority; M~Q; Treasurer of Argus
Literary Society, 1911-1912; Student Committee; Cotillion
Club; !W_A. N. K!; Flexible Flyer; Nonpareil Tennis Club.
CROCKETT, VIRGINIA
Censor of Jefferson Debating Society, 1912; Saints' Club.
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HALLIE MORRISON HUTCHESON
ROCKRIDGE BATHS, VIRGINIA
Gamma Theta; Athenian Literary Society.; D. 1. R. K.;
Secretary and Treasurer of Nonpareil Tennis Club; B.A.;
Germs (?); Mystic Circle.
ALICE McGAVACK JANNEY
PURCELL17ILLE, VIRGINIA
Athenian Literary Society; Intersociety Debater, Argus
VS. Athenian, 1911.
SALLIE T. JACKSON T'HERESE JOHNSON
HOUSTON, VIRGINIA
M Q; President of Argus Literary Society, 1911-1912; Pub-
licity Editor of The Focus; Reporter of Athletic Associa-
tion, 1911-1912; Executive Committee of Student Associa-
tion, 1911-1912; Nonpareil Tennis Club; Germs (?); Dra-
matic Club; Flexible Flyer; Mystic Circle; Chanticleer
Troupe.
KENBRIDGE, VIRGINIA
Kappa Delta Sorority; Recording Secretary of Cunning-
bam Literary Society, 1911; Member of Student Committtee,
1911-1912; B.A.; Germs (?); Mystic Circle.
PAULINE MYRTLE JOHNSON MARTHA JOHNSTON
~STEWARTSVILLE, VIRGINIA M~URAT, VIRGINIA
Treasurer of Jefferson Debating Society, 1911; Recording
Secretary of Jefferson Debating Society, 1911-1912; Saints'
Club.
PAULINE MYRTLE JOHNSON MARTHA JOHNSTON
. STEWARTSVILLE, VIRGINIA M~URAT, VIRGINIA
Treasurer of Jefferson Debating Society, 1911; Recording
Secretary of Jefferson Debating Society, 1911-1912; Saints'
Club.
AVIS KEMP MARY EMMA KENT
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
Athenian Literary Society; Art Editor of The Virginian.
INGRAM, VIRGINIA
A. F.; Pierian Literary Society; Cotillion Club; Skim-
mers' Tennis Club, 1910; President of Love-Set Tennis
Club; S. K. R. L.; French Club.
ELINE KRISCH EDNA ESTELLE LANDRUM
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA
, Athenian Literary Society; President of German Club,
1911-1912.
Argus Literary Society; Lynchburg Club.
LULA R. LEE FLORA LESSIE LEA
EMPORIA, VIRGINIA
Censor of Pierian Literary Society, 1911; Love-Set Tennis
Club.
RINGGOLD, VIRGINIA
IRENE FAULKNER LEA
RINGGOLD, VIRGINIA
SARA ANNE LONG
BIG STONE GAP, VIRGINIA
MARY JANE LLOYD MAE LOWDER
SUFFOLK, VIRGINIA
President of B. C. C.; Pierian Literary Society; Treasurer
of Love-Set Tennis Club; S, K. R. L.
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA
Athenian Literary Society.
N. LOUISE LOWE
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA
LUCILE LUCAS
PEARTSBURG, VIRGINIA.
BESSIE ZOLLIKOFFER MARSHALL AME TA MARGARET MATHEWS
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA
M~ Q; Vice President of Y. W. C. A,; Recording Secretary
of Argus Literary Society, 1912; President of Lynchburg
Club, 1911-1912; Nonpareil Tennis Club; Cotillion Club;
Glee Club; Flexible Flyer.
BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA
Assistant Exchange Editor of The Focus, 1911; President
of Ruffner Debating Society; Critic of Ruffner Debating
Society.
PEARL DENTON MATTHEWS
MIEREOITHVILLE, VIRGINIA
Argus Literary Society; Treasurer of Elementary Pro-
fessional Class, 1907-1908; Treasurer of Y. W. C. A., 1911-
1912; Delegate to Asheville Conference, 1911.
ARCHIE B. MCCLINTIC
SHANKLIN, VIRGINIA
Pierian Literary Society; German Club, 1908-1910.
EDNA MAE MIARS LOUISE CHAMBLIN MONROE
OCEAN VIEW, VIRGINIA PURCELLVILLE, VIRGINIA
Athenian Literary Society,Recording Secretary of Cunningham Literary Society;
Cotillion Club.
ANNIE MOXLEY NORRIS EMILY KATHLEEN PEEBLES
WAVERLY, VIRGINIA
Athenian Literary Society.
PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA
Athenian Literary Society; French Club; C. C. C.
LILY BAUGH PERCIVALL RUTH EVA PHELPS
EDGERTON, VIRGINIA
Kindergartner; Gamma Theta; Night Hawk; Delta; Leap
Year Club; Secretary and Treasurer of Cotillion Club, 1911-
1912; Corresponding Secretary of Athenian Literary Soci-
ety, 1911-1912; Reporter of Athenian Literary Society, 1912;
Delegate to Y. W. C. A. Group Council, Hollins; 1911; Dele-
gate to Y. W. C. A. Conference, Asheville, 1911; Chairman
of Social Committee, Y. W. C. A.; President of Student
Association, 1911-1912; Treasurer of Senior Class.
BIEDFORI) CITY, VIRGINIA
Vice President of Ruffner Debating Society, 1912; Ger-
man Club.
SUSIE LEE PHILLIPPI LOUISE POINDEXTER
RURAL RETREAT, VIRGINIA
Jefferson Debating Society, Secretary, 1910; President,
1911; Critic, 1911; Vice President, 1912; President, 1912;
Saints' Club.
WEST NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
Athenian Literary Society,
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CLARA HELLEN PORTER KATE THURMAN PORTER
PORTSMIOUTH, VIRGINIA
Athenian Literary Society; Germs (?),
PORTS MOUTH, VIRGINIA
Athenian Literary Society; Member Student Committee,
1911-1912; Germs (?).
SUSIE JEANETTE POWELL IRMA FRANCES PRICE
EMPOIRIA, VIRGINIA
Kindergartner; Sigma Sigma Sigma; Night Hawk; Cen-
sor of Athenian Literary Society, 1910; Secretary and Treas-
urer of Cotillion Club, 1910-1911; Leader of Cotillion Club,
1911-1912; Secretary of Student Association, 1909-1910;
Vice President of Student Association, 1910-1911; President
of Junior Class; F?A'*'N-G!S"; Benedictine.
SALEM, VIRGINIA
Argus Literary Society.
SALLIE E. REDD MARY CATHERINE RICE
SUTHERLIN, VIRGINIA
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Corresponding Secretary of Argus
Literary Society, 1910-1911; Junior Vice President of Stu-
dent Association, 1910-1911; President of Nonpareil Tennis
Club, 1911-1912; Manager of the Green Team, 1910-1911;
Captain of Senior Basket Ball Team, 1911-1912; President
of Athletic Association, 1911-1912; Cotillion Club;
D. 1. R. K.; Flexible Flyer.
LYNCHI3URG, VIRGINIA
Athenian Literary Society; Lynchburg Club.
PATTY RICHMOND
DRYDEN, VIRGINIA
ANNIE BELLE ROBERTSO
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA
Lynchburg Club.
WILLIE W~ALKER ROBERTSON
LYNCIIBURG, VIRGINIA
Lynchburg Club.
MARY ROBERTSON
CALLAWAY, VIRGINIA
LELIA EGGLESTON ROBERTSON HELEN NATHAN ROSENBERG
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
Argus Literary Society; President German Club, 1911.Kappa Delta Sorority; Cunningham Literary Society;
Delegate to Y. W. C. A, Conference, Asheville, 1908-1911;
Delegate to Student Volunteer Convention, Rochester, N.
Y., 1910; Secretary of Normal League, 1909-1912; Corre-
sponding Secretary of Y. W. C, A., 1910; President Y. W.
C. A., 1911.
MARGARET LOUISE ROWE SARAH COMPHER RUSSELL
HAM~PTON, VIRGINIA WATERFORD, VIRGINIA
Kindergartner; Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority; Argus Lit-
erary Society; Glee Club; Benedictine.
Treasurer of Cunningham Literary Society, 1911; The
Green Team; Manager of Senior Basket Ball Team; Assist-
ant Business Manager of The Virginian; Vice President of
Athletic Association, 1911-1912; Cotillion Club; W. A. N. K.;
Germs (?).
JOSEPHINE SAVILLE BETTIE SHORT
MURAT, VIRGINIA LAWRENCEVILLE, VIRGINIA
Athenian Literary Society; Glee Club, 1910-1911.Treasurer of Jefferson Debating Society, 1910; Saints'
Club.
HATTIE MAE SCHEUERMAN
SOUTH NORFOLK, V'IRGINIA
JANIE CHAPMAN SLAUGHTER
M~ADISON COUNTY, VIRGINIA
President of French Club, 1910; Pierian Literary Society.
LUCILE SNOW BELLE SPATIG
W ICOM~ICO, VIBGINIA
Reporter of Pierian Literary Society, 1911; Germs (?).
LAWRENCEVILLE, VIRGINIA
Argus Literary Society; Treasurer of Flora Thompson
Scholarship Fund, 1911-1912; French Club, 1910; Glee Club;
Dramatic Club,
·BIDSSIE, ROBERTS STROTHER
CULPEPER, VIRGINIA
Treasurer of French Club, 1910; Pierian Literary Society.
LUCY STROTHER
CHESTER, VIRGINIA
Cunningham Literary Society.
ANNIE LOUISE SUMMERS AUGUSTA JAMES SUTHERLAND
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
Pieri an Literary Society.
BEDFORD CITY, VIRGINIA
Reporter of Ruffner Debating Society; Correspondi ng
Secretary of Ruffner Debating Society.
MARTHA RANDOLPH TAYLOR
ACCOMIAC, VIRGINIA
MARY NORMAN TOWSON
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA
Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority; Cunningham Literary So-
ciety; Cotillion Club; Benedictine.
BESSIE B. TREVVETT
GLEN ALLEN, VIRGINIA
Record ing Secretary of Pierian Literary Society; Busi-
ness M~anager of The Virginian; Treasurer of Richmond
Club; Glee Club; Germs (?).
ANNE ORVELL WALKER
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
M~ \1; Argus Literary Society; Dramatic Club; Cotillion
Club; Richmond Club; Nonpareil Tennis Club; Germs (?);
Leap Year Club; ·W. A. N. K.; Flexible Flyer; Chanticleer
Troupe.
ROBERTA LEE WALLER
GOOOLOES, VIRGINIA
LOUISE M. WALKER
NASSAWADOX, VIRGIN'IA
RUTH WARD EUNICE LEGRANDE WATKINS
MIII)LOTHIAN. V'IRGINIA
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority; O. G. R. E.; Delta; Cotil-
lion Club; Secretary of Class, 1907-1910; Vice President of
Senior Class; Censor of Athenian Literary Society, 1908-
1909; Student Committee, 1909-1911; Reporter of Glee Club,
1911-1912; Senior Vice President of Student Association;
Vice President of Athenian Literary Society, 1911-1912.
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
Pierian Literary Society.
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INDIA B. WHITE AN' E CLAIRE WILKI SO
RED HILL, VIRGINIA
Dramatic Club; Argus Literary Society; Leap Year Club;
Mystic Circle; Germs (?); B, E, A, N. S.; Chanticleer
Troupe.
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
Gamma Theta; Night Hawk; Delta; Athenian Literary
Society; Reporter of Cotillion Club, 1911-1912; Mystic Cir-
cle; Leap Year Club.
LILLIAN LEIGH WILSONMAY WILKINSON
BEOFORD CITY, VIRGINIA
Athenian Literary Society; Nonpareil Tennis Club;
Germs (?).
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
1. M. P. S.; Green Team; Senior Basket Ball Team.
GRACE IRENE WOODHOUSE
BURKVILLE, VIRGINIA
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority; Critic Cunningham Liter-
ary Society; Librarian Glee Club, 1911-1912; Assistant News
Editor of The Focus, 1911; Editor-in-Chief of TH1e Focus,
1911-1912; Executive Committee of Student Government
Association, 1911-1912; Chairman Social Committee Y. W~.
C, A.; Dramatic Club; Cotillion Club; D. 1. R. K.; Benedic-
tine; Secretary German Club, 1911.
GRACE T. WOODSON
NORTH GARDEN, VIRGINIA
1. M. P. S.; Nonpareil Tennis Club; E*'* '*'R?S. K!!?; Flex-
ible Flyer.
MARGARET DOAK- WOODWARD
LYXCHBUHG, V.IBG [NIt\.
Censor of Argus Literary Society, 1912; Vice President of
Lynchburg Club.
A CLASS history is not generally suppose~
to be, as its name might signify, a record
of facts, a calendar of events, or a rating
of attainments. These are easily at hand elsewhere,
and may be considered the skeleton or framework of
that which I should like to portray, the actualizing
spirit, for herein may each class claim its diver-
gence from all other classes by right of personality.
But how may I catch and hold between the folds of
a printed page this essence of elusiveness which
speaks for itself, but through conductors which are not
sound waves; which is seen in the face, but may only be
imaged in the soul? How make a composite delinea-
tion of one hundred and sixteen bundles of individual
differences as they merge or prevail in the application
of the developing process of teacher training to the
film of the Senior Class of nineteen hundred and
twelve? We present many varieties of appearances,
dispositions, abilities, and talents, but we have marched
together to a steady rhythm of perseverance and con-
tentment along the way that led to the fulfillment of
purpose.
Making a pudding for the first time, especially if one
follows one's own recipe, is rather a doubtful experi-
ment, and history puddings are not exceptions to the
rule. In dealing with such lively ingredients there is
always danger in the "mix thoroughly" and "beat
well" stages. Then the effect of the baking and the
test of the eating are for a while unknown to the col-
laborator. I wish I might concoct a delightful Jack
Horner surprise pie and extend a ribbon to each Senior,
to which she would find attached just the prize mes-
sage that would make her exclaim: " What a good girl
am I! "
A second September saw us back in the familiar
places, filing to and fro between dormitory and class-
room, between dining hall and Main Street. Wedged
between the homesick yearning and the joyful meeting
of friend with friend was the thought that only the
last stretch of the home run to the goal of graduation
lay ahead of us. When the nearing spring announced
the approach of June our elation knew the minor strain
of separation from the scenes and faces grown dear
through daily association. The corridors that of late
echoed so cheerily our voices and footsteps will resound
as accommodatingly those of our successors when 1912
Junior enters into her inheritance. In other years,
when favorite supervisors other class pins shall wear,
then who will remember, who will remember us? We
will have joined the ranks of those who have" passed"
stretching back through the years that are past, May
we follow still in their footsteps by living ever worthily
of the seal put upon us by Alma Mater! Can we better
accomplish this than by carrying away with us the
habit of practicing our motto: " Not for ourselves, but
for others? "
Class meetings have not been conducted exactly ac-
cording to parliamentary rules. On such momentous
occasions as elections and discussions concerning the
class pin, annual, and that most weighty subject, near
and dear to feminine hearts, the commencement ward-
robe, the incessant buzz of schoolgirl chatter has faded
into a tense and breathless expectancy, only to break
forth into renewed excitement upon the announcement
of the decision of the majority. Quite early in the fall
we elected Mr. Lear to be our" Big Brother" by adop-
tion. On election day he manifested his approval of
our voting ability by inviting us to join his personally
conducted tour to the polls. We presume that were
his indulgence the. only requisite, then and there the
right of suffrage would have been bestowed upon us.
Our Thanksgiving celebration included the Junior
and Senior basket-ball game, The Senior Team won a
memorable victory, even the grandstand contributed a
grand slam to our score, and incidentally the rooters
knocked at the door of the dwelling house of roots.
On the night of St. Valentine the Junior Class enter-
tained us royally and regaled us bountifully. Remem-
bering a similar occurrence of last year, we noted with
sympathetic appreciation all the preparations made in
our behalf. Particularly was the scheme of decora-
tions carried out with satisfying completeness and
tasteful effect, From festooned chandelier and pillar
hearts dropped upon us, many hearts of many sizes
and a mighty array of Cupid's counterparts" joined us
in our glee." The Juniors sang to us and we sang to
the Juniors with hearty good wishes for next year's
Seniors. We tripped upon the "light fantastic toe"
until the summons came: " Heed the good clock's warn-
ing!" And, like Cinderella of old, we fled as a dozen
strokes proclaimed midnight's arrival upon the scene
of festivity. "<The morning after" we wished in vain
for the fairy godfather's gift of a holiday to conjure
away the heavy eyelids and dull brains.
Nor have we forgotten to make our best bow to that
jolly old fellow, Mr. Leap Year, who has been with us
during the latter part of our journey and who will ac-
company us to pastures new next fall. Gratefully must
we greet him, for who knows what service he may ren-
der yet to those of us who have not already embraced
his opportunity?
Although at times t~e unusual presence of an addi-
tional weight of gray matter turned us topsy-turvy, our
light-heartedness kept us afloat on the training school
sea until we reached the port of Diplomadom. When
the storms arose and the winds blew, we discovered
there was always an encouraging word and a kindly
smile to welcome us aboard the Director's raft, even
though we scrambled on limp and bedraggled. We
wish he might promise to weave some sort of spell for-
bidding the ghosts of forgotten lesson plans to rise up
to haunt us. When we begin to throw cargo overboard
to balance the summer flirtations, let us be careful to
keep quite securely stored away in an accessible place
the verb" to psychologize." It will work wonders ev-
erywhere and at all times, and will serve as an excel-
lent bait to resurrect all we knew once upon a time
and will need to know again when we stand before our
problem of thirty or sixty of America's young hope-
fuls.
From this focus we will scatter far and wide over
the fair fields of our beloved State. With justifiable
pride may I not look toward a future abounding in .
usefulness and increasing power for these, my class-
mates, who have been ever steadfast and true in work,
yet withal blithe and gay in play? Perhaps we shall
not all be within hail of each other again until that
great and notable day comes when the Book of Life
shall be opened. At that roll call we shall not stand
together as a class and answer to our names alphabet-
ically. In many instances, then, as we honor those
whose records read full and clean and bright, shall we
not wonder that here we had eyes to see, but saw not?
Those who receive will not have to wonder why, when,
how so, and whither to the inevitable therefore leadeth.
No doubt there it will be given us to see and rejoice
over the innumerable threads of influence leading back
to the long building with its white porticoes at the top
of the hill in a town in old Virginia.
FANNY BLAND.
Class PoeJrl
To-night our hearts are free from troubling thoughts,
No doubts or anxious fancies now beguile,
As, standing in the doorway of our fates,
We gaze into our futures with a smile.
Through the tangled paths of knowledge we have striven
Until we've reached the finding of our goal;
And now a great and untold pleasure greets us;
Our effort's dear reward we now behold,
Yet mingled with a happiness far-reaching
Is a longing for the school days that are past;
And o'er the eyes that gaze toward the future
A tearful veil of sorrow now is cast.
Long have we striven, 0 classmates stanch and true;
Together tears and smiles we oft have known,
Till each to other seems as doubly dear
When standing on the future's brink alone.
Alone? In truth, I should not say" alone,"
Each carries with her to her journey's end
The memory of some sweet companionship,
Of Heaven's truest, dearest gift-a friend.
And dearly held within our memories
Are those whose teachings, lest our footsteps stray,
As groping for a path through vistas dim,
Have guided us and smoothed for us a way,
Around this dear old school the future through
Our thoughts shall ever with affection cling,
And many a tear for recollections treasured
The memories of our schoolgirl days shall bring,
As ships that from a safe and pleasant harbor
Go forth upon the trackless deep are we,
To breast the waves of trouble that may meet us
As on we go through life's tempestuous sea.
'Tis ours to find, then, for ourselves a way
To pass untouched the dangerous rocks and shoals;
To steer, the bitlows, reefs, and waves surmounting,
To reach that which we strive for as a goal.
Adown the" sounding corridors of time"
Come snatches of some ancient minstrel's song,
Caught from out the melody of Nature
While wandering her winding paths along.
In winds that played upon the forest branches,
Sweet chords of harmony he oft divined;
The murmurs of the little babbling brooklet
Lent music to the music of the wind.
The little flowers nodding in the breezes,
The blades of grass that grow upon the lea,
Were to him as the symbols of man's being-
The notes that make our lives a melody,
The birds sang love and joy, a Father's care,
The whole of Nature was a melody,
9s o'er the strings his fingers lightly strayed,
Drew from his harp sweet strains of harmony.
Each day that dies, the ending of a song;
The clouds are but a sorrow for the years;
Each morn, the finding of another day;
The rainbow, Nature smiling through her tears,
Each life is but a little snatch of singing,
As lesser notes in Nature's larger song;
And each must choose her notes with surest meaning,
Or mar its beauty should she play them wrong.
Our lives are as a little winding brooklet;
Never very smooth its ebb or flow;
The rifts and rills, the obstacles that meet us
As on through life's broad fields we daily go.
Our friendships are like flowers, whose beauty rare
Makes us so oft forget our sighs and tears;
Whose sweetness, like the breath of springtime fragrance,
Pervades our lives throughout th' uncertain years.
The driftwood on the stream, our many burdens,
That often in our lives of sorrow tell;
The rushes on Its sides, o'erhanging shadows
That darken, and the sunshine oft dispel.
Yet may we through the shadowed cou-rse of life
Reflect the sunshine even to its ending,
Where, like the brook that flows to join the ocean,
Self is lost at last in perfect blending.
May we who gaze expectant toward the future
From Nature and the brook learn truths sublime
To help us, in the spending of our lives,
Some mark to leave upon the sands of time.
ELIZABETH HART.
Senior Statistics
Best All-Round \ LETA CI-IRTSTIAN1LILY PERCIVALL
j LELIA ROBERTSON
1ELIZABETH FEILD
5 ANNIE CHEW.NING
1ALETHA BURROUGHS
5 MARY ElLFRETH CARRlNGTON
1THERESE JOHNSON
5 MAMIE AUERBACH
· 1 SALLIE REDD
5 E'MILY PEEBLES
1ANNIE CHEWNING
5 ANNE CONWAY
· 1 SALLIE BLANKENSHIP
5 SUSIE CRUMP
1ANNE TAYLOR COLE
5 ZULEIME DUVAL
- 1Er,TZABETH F'EILD
\ MARGARET WOODWARD
1BELLE SPATIG
\ SALLIE REDD
· 1LOUISE ROWE
\ JANIE SLAUGH'£ER
1AYIE KEMP
5 ANNIE CHEWN,TING
· 1ANNE T AYLO[{ COLE
\ SALLIE REDD
1LOUISE BALTHIS
\ ZULEIII1E DUVAL
1 AVIS KEMP
5 SUSIE POWELL
1BESSIE MARSHALL
\ RU'l'H PHELPS
• -/ NAN:'IIE CHOWDER
5 JANIE SLAUGHTER
1MAMIE AUERB~CH
\ MAERELLE CLAR,](E
· 1BESSIE COOPER
Greatest Talker
Most Lovable
Most Affectionate
Most Indifferent
Most Contented
Biggest Grumbler
Wittiest
Most Stylish
Cutest
Slangiest
Best Athlete
Best Artist
Most Fickle
Best Natured
Daintiest
Best Figure
Most Quiet
Hardest Worl,er
Biggest Loafer
Most Mischievous \ ANNE CONWAY1SUSAN JORDAN
5 LETA CHRISTIAN
1 ANNE TAYLOR COLE
j ANNE' WALKER
l ANNE "VILKINSON
5 THERESE JOHNSON
/ MARY KENT
\ PEARL MATHEWS
./ NANNIE CROWDER
j PEARL MATHEWS
1LELIA ROBERTSON
j EUNICE WATKINS
· 1BESSIE MARSHALL
j MAMIE AUERBACH
1 FANNY BL~\ND
( ANNIE CHEWNING
, 1BESSIE MARSHALL
{
BELLE SPAnG
ESME HOWELL
5 SUSIE CRUMP
, 1ANNE TAYLOR
\ ANNE CONWAY
1 SALLIE BLANKENSHIP
\ SUSIE CRUMP
· 1LOUISE ROWE
\ L.ELIA ROBERTSON
/ IBENE LEA
\ GRACE WOODHOUSE
· 1 ANNE WILKINSON
\ ANNE WALKER
./ MARY KENT
5 SUSIE POWELL
1 SUSIE CRUMP
j AVIS KEMP
1 ZULEIME DUVAL
\ MAMIE AUERBACH
1 JANm SLAUGHTEn
Most Popular
Most Airy
M'ost Sarcastic
Most Dignified
Most Conscientious
Prettiest
Most Intellectual
Most Spoilt
Most Independent
Sportiest
Most Original
Most Attractive
Most Modest
Best Musician
Biggest Flirt
Best Dancer
Neatest
Biggest Grind
5 HAT,I,~IEHUTCHESON
1 LUCILE SNOW
Sept. 6.
Sept. 11.
Fools' Calendar
Victims arrived.
Subjects assigned teaching Seniors, Weeping, wailing,
and gnashing of teeth,
Senior Class organized,
Y. W, C. A, reception to new girls,
Hazers' reception to new girls.
More reception to same,
Midnight feast in Auditorium.
First" Family Talk" held in Auditorium. Four hun-
dred maidens subdued.
Oct. 1. Broken mirror unearthed in Room E.
Oct. 7. Epidemic of " Lamplighter" breaks out.
Oct. 11. Pink lemonade, popcorn, and peanuts. Don't get too
near the animals,
Sept. 14.
Sept. 15.
Sept. 16,
Sept. 17.
Sept. 23.
Sept. 26.
Oct. 26-28. Farmville Fair.
Nov. 15.
Nov. 21.
Nov. 30.
Dec. 12.
Dec. 15.
"We are married and happy."
Miles Standish and his" invisible army."
Seniors weeping for grandstand that was not.
Mr. Grainger reaches chapel, after record-breaking
run, in 3% minutes,
Pierians and Cunninghams hold Christmas-tree cele-'
bration in honor of Argus and Athenians.
Dec. 22. Home, sweet home,
Jan. 3. Back to hours of toil (?).
Jan. 9. Miss Harrison adopts for her motto: "An eye for an
eye and a tooth for a tooth."
Jan. 19, Only 17c!?! Cold cream and lampblack. Mutiny
among maids.
Jan. 20. Photographic' studio the popular resort of the day,
Jan. 26, Masquerade" bawl."
Feb. 1. Leap-year letter in circulation. Excitement ensues.
Feb. 9, "Sewing Circle" convenes. Fruitful raids made.
Feb. 14. Junior-Senior reception. Hearts and cupids in evi-
dence.
Mch. 4. Anne Conway really refuses an invitation to go on a
midnight feast.
Mch. 5. Midnight feast held in Auditorium, guests of honor
being Miss Cox and Mesdames Harris and Slater.
Mch. 8.
Mch, 11.
Mch, 12.
Mr. Mattoon instigates" order" in chapel.
Get-Thin-Quick Club organized.
Fannie Graham gets to breakfast fully clothed (break-
fast bell half an hour late).
Hair-raising Faculty meeting in Auditorium, witnessed
by large and appreciative audience.
The Virginian goes to print.
Mch. 15.
Mch. 21.
..
Tne Long Ago
Soft sighs the wind in the forest,
The wood birds sing soft and low;
Then I seem to hear through the twilight
Sweet sounds from the long ago.
My heart turns back to the home land,
With the red sun sinking low;
And the far, bright strand of my childhood
Shines out from the afterglow.
For I seem to see the pastures
And the roses as they grew,
While the sheep come home through the daisies
With their fleeces wet with dew.
When the purple .wealth of the lilacs
Wind-borne from the garden wall,
Then I see my own gentle mother,
And I hear my brother's call.
0, spirit pure of the twilight,
Whose hand can pictures trace,
Would I could stay my time flight
And keep each well-loved face!
For my spirit yearns for the home land
As the birds pass, flying low,
For the sweet old land of my childhood,
And the loved of long ago.
JANIE C. SLAUGHTER.
Elementary Professional Class
Colors: Light Blue and Gold Flou;er: Jonquil
Motto: " Greater afflictions await us"
OFFICERS
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Reporter
Honorary Member
SARAH WYCHE
FLORENCE STEYENSOK
WILLIE STERBINS
MABEL BILLT:PS
VIRGINIA BASKERYILLE
MISS ELOISE HARRISO:N
ROLL
VIRGI,VIA' BASKEHYlLLE
HATTIE ASHE MARGARET BELL
MABEL BILLUPS . ELrZARETH CHAPPELL
GRACE COllR BESSIE FOSTER
MAMIE FOSTER WILLIE HAR~ION
RUTH HILDRETH BEt:L.-I.H JA~IISON
MABEL JONES OLrYE MAYES
BET'l'IE Lou REA~lES LYSDA ROWE
WILLIE STERBINS FLORENCE STEYENSO:N
BETTIE LEE VERMILLERA CRETE TOWNSEND
MARIA TUCr(ER MYHTLE W ATSOX SARAH WYCHE BLANCHE vVILLLDIS
Class of .lanuary, 1913
Oolors: Gray and Garnet
Motto: "Just as soon as we get the cbance
We'll work others, too"
Eltnoer : Poinsettia
OFFJOERS
Pl'esiclent
Vice President
Sec1'eta1'Y
T1'eaS1t1'e1'
Honoraru Mernbel'
GERTRUllE MAR'l'I~
ELIZABETH DOWXEY
MAGGIE GILLIA 1\1
Rt;TH HUTCHlXSO~
. J. C. M,vI.'TOOX
MR. J. C. MATTOON
Honorary Member
CLASS
MARGARET ALFRTEND ANNIE CnEATA:\I MAGGIE GTLLJA:l1 MARY MILLS
EVA AXDERSON ELIZABETH DOWNEY WILLIE GUTHRIE A"XIE MYERS
AllA BIERBOWER MARY EGGLESTON RUTH HUTCHINSON CLARA NYE
LILLTAX BrRTOX GIlACE FREE1\IA~ G"RTRUDE MAll'l'IX C.\IlRIE NUNNALY
CORA WALJ{EH

OOI01'S: Brown and Gold
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Reporter
ETHEL ABllITT
PRESTON AMBLER
LOUISE ANDREWS
FRANCES ANDREWS
MADELINE ASKEW
VIRGINIA ATI~INSON
ETTA BAILEY
VAlUNA BAILEY
FLETCHER BAILEY
A.NNIE BANI{:::;
LIZZIE BASHAM
RUBY BARKER
KATHLEEN BARNETT
LENNIE BLANKENSHIP
THELMA BLANTON
MARGARET BOATWRIGHT
. FLORENCE BOSTON
TROTTER BRIDGEFORTH
MARY BRUGH
FLOHENCE BUFORD -
VIRGILIA BUGG
BLANCHE BURKS
JOSEPHINE BURNETT
SADIE BUTLER
MINNIE BUTLER
MARY CARNES
RUTH CAMPBELL
LAURA CASTLEMAN
BESSIE CHEATAM
ANNIE CHEATAM---
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MATTIE CLARKE
CHARLOTTE COCJ{E
HILIJA COI)D
KERAH COLE
REBECCA COLEMAN
MARJOlUE COMBS
ZOE CORBIN
NANNIE Lou DELP
HALLIE DEATON
IRENE DUNN
BALLIE DAUGHTREY
ANTOINETTE DAVIS
JENNIE ERNEST
LAURA. EASON
LOUISE EBERWINE
ELlZARE'l'H EDDS
CORt\ELIA ESSIE
GERTHUDE ELLIS
ELIZABETH FARRAR
IR~'IA FISHER
KATHLEEN FORE
OLIYEFoSTER
MARGARET GARNET'l'
ELSIE GAY
KA'l'HLE~~N GILLESPIE
GEHTRUDE' GILLIA M
CORNELTA GILMORE
MARY GODBEY
FHANCES M. GRAHAM
MARIA GREGOHY
Junior Class
Motto: "Non bonum sed optimum"
OFFICERS
ROLL
MADGE Gw AL'l'NEY
GHACE HANCOCK
RUTH HARDING
SALLIE HARGRAVE
OLIVE HARRIS
PA'l''l'IE HARGH!\VE
WIN!\,IE HINER
.MARGARET HUDDLE
BLAND HUDGINS
BEH'i'JIA HUN'l'
EVELYN HURFF
OLIVE HURT
MAltTHA JAMES
ANNIE JONES
GEHTRUDE KEISTER
RUBYE KEITH
RUBY LEE KELT.ER
ISAREL LACJ{EY
Ev A LAR~{QUR
ALTCE LEMlI{QN
ANNETTE LIERMAN
ErA LOVELACE
NENA ''LOCKRIDGE
BLANCHE MCCLIN'flC
HALLIE MCCRAW
SUSIE MCCRAW
Lucy MACLIN
ALICE MARTIN
JENNIE MARTIN
EMlLY MINNEGERODE
Flower: Nasturtium
EVA LARMOl:H
SALLIE HARGRAVE
THEL~IA BLANTON
ANNIE LAURIE S'l'ONE
ROSE PARROTT
AMOHEL MINTER
LILLIAN MISTER
WALLACE MOIR
ISI3EL MOORE
GltACE MOORMAN
JANE MOREHEAD
MARY MOBEHEAD
PARKE MORHIS
ANNIE Moss
BERTIE NICHOLSON
MARY LOUISE OLD
MATTIE OULD
HAHHIET PARRISH
ROSE PARIlO'l'T
EVELYN PUIlCELL
RUTH PERCIVALL
CLAIBOBNE PERROW
ALlIiA POINDI;;XTEil
MILDRED POTTS
LOUISE Pl:LLIAM
RUTH REED
KATE REYNOLDS
VmNA REYNOLDS
LILLIAN RTCE
FLORENCE liIEGEL
FANNIE LOUISE RTXEY
Lucy RORINSON
HALLIE RODES
.JULIA ROLLINS
LENA SAUNDERS
DORIS Scor-r
ANNIE SEYMOUR
MARGARET SHAW
FRANCES SMITH
MARY STEHLING SMITH
WILLIE ANNE SMITH
\VINIFREI) STUART
EJLEE:"1 SPAULDING
ANNIE LAURIE STONE
ANNIE R. S'l'ONE
RUBY STOllEY
ELSIE MILDRED STULL
HAZEL THOMPSON
ANNIE TIm'\OB
EVELYN TURNBULL
MAGGIE LEE UPCHUIlCH
MATTIE VA?lDERVENTER
MARY WALL
MARY vV AilE WIESER
IVEY WHITLEY
Lucy WILLIAMS
AOELIA WILLIAMSON
FLORENCE WILLTAlIISON
FA:"1?(IE WILSON
Lucy WITHERS
ANNIE WOODUOOF
KATHilTNE WOODWAUD
HELEN WRIGHT
JUNIOR CLASS
.l unior Kindergarten Training Class
Honoraru Member MISS MEREDITH S:lllTH
MEMBERS
FRANCES ANDREWS FLETCHER BAILEY
JOSEPHINE BURNETT
VIRGILIA BUGG
MIXXJE Bl:TLER
REDECCA COLEMAK
RUTH GARNETT
MABTHA JA:lJES ELIZABETH WALKUP
EI'A LAR:lIOUR
MATTIE OULD
ROSE PARROTT
FANNIE PRICE KATHERIKE WOODWAROVIRGIKIA ATKINSOK
Fourth- Year Class
Motto: "Dux mihi verilas"
COZOTS: Red and Gray FlotCCT: Poppy
OFFICERS
P1'esident
Vice president
Secretar-y
Treasurer
Reporter
MARIA BRISTO\\-
ELEANOR PARROTT-
ELLA POPE
MARY T. TURNBULL
INSES FLDIING
ROLL
MARIA BRIS'l'O\\'
LCC'TLE BALD\\']S
E~[lLY DAns
ISNES FLDHNG
NANCY JOH.XSON
ELEANOR PAHROTT
ELLA POPE
MAllY PUTSEY
MARY T. TURNBULL
Lucy WILT.lA~IS
Third Year
OOI01-S: White and Gold
Presuieiit
Vice President
Secreta,j'y
Reporter
JESSIE ADAMS
MAHGUERI'l'E AIlCHAMBAULT
GEOHGE BAILEY
ANNIE BOWLES
GJ£ORGIA BONHAM
ETHEL BOYD
LEE BHOOKS
MAH'l'HA BUGG
LILLIAN B GG
BARBARA BRITAIN
KATHEHINE CARTER
GERTRUDE CHARLTON
ALICE CLARKE
JANIE CO'l'CH
GRA'CE COBB
ALICE DADMUN
JEANNETn: DARDEN
GRACE DICKENSON
MA.RTHA Dn MELLER
PAMELlA DUGGER
JACQUELINE EPES
MAllY BELLE FRA)lTZ
R 'fH GLEAVES
Lucy GRAHAM
JOSIE GUY
PEARL HE:\D~:RSON
PAULINE HOWARD
CAHRIE HUDOTNS
NAXNIIc HUGHES
CRETE TOWXSEND
MARY U:IlBERGER
Motto: "En avant"
OFFICERS
ROLL
ELLEN VAUGHAN
MADELIXE WILLET1'
HELEN WnfBISH
ROCHE WATKINS
Flowe?': Daisy
. - ELISE LECIUE
Ar.rCE CLARKE
ANNIE HARPER
JANIE COUCH
MAHGARET JACKSON
ELLA LESTEH
ELISE LECKIE
JUANITA MANNING
EDITH MAHSHALL
MAllY MARTIN
MAllY MEAll,
HILDA MlLES
L CY MOORE
NELLIE NANCE
MAHIOX OLGERS
ARO::LLE OWEX
ELIZABETH PAINTER
MAUIA P AXXTLL
MIRIAM PITTS
BI;;LVA PO'f'I'ER
LOLA PO'lvI'ER
CAROLYS POPE
AXXE CARTER PHESTOX
DOllOTHEA RALSTOX
ALTCE RTCIIARD. ON
MAUGAHET ROGERS
LURLTXE S1GTH
E NICE SNfDOW
ADA SOUTHWORTH
MAllEI, SPHATLEY
INEZ TAYLOR
NELI,TE THOMASSON
PATS Y vVATI<INS
I. 'CILE VVILLIA~fS
VTRGlE WILLIAMS
THIRD YEAR
Second Year
Ooiors : Purple and Gold
Motto: " Step by step we win the goal"
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Reporter
EDDIE ABBITT
ROSA ALLEN
MARY AKDERSON
ETHEL BERNARD
LULA BERGER
JANIE BERGER
MARY BERGER.
NANNIE BERGER
CALLIE BOLLING
IRENE BRAGG
LOLA BULL
LILLIE BUTTERWORTH
BLANCH BYRD
MILI)RED CARTER
0LA CHANNEL
HAZEL COBB
HELEN COCKE
BUNA COLE
VIRGINIA Cox
DOUGLAS CRAFFORD
NOKIE CURLIKG
CHARLOTTE DAD~1UN
RUTH DOUGLAS
MATTIE DOYNE
JESSIE DUGGER
ALTHA DuVAL
MELVAH ENGLISH
SARAII ESTES
MARY FEUQUA
ELVA'FILE
MARJORIE FLIPPEN
ELBA FOSTER
MARY GAN:'iAWAY
NAl'INIE GARXETTE'
LAM~£A GARRETT
ANNIE GATLING
GRACE GEBBS
VERNA GILES
JULIA GLASCOCK
ELLEN GOODWIN
RUBIE GREEK
MINNIE GUTIIRIE
ANNIE HAlIfl'lER
MAMIE HAMNER
EUGENIA HARRIS
EGl'IICE HARRIS
ELSIE HICKS
LILLIE HUGHES
ELIZABETH HOBBS
WIXXIE HURT
ELIZABETH JARlIfAX
GERTRUDE JOHKSON
OFFICERS.
ROLL
Flower.: Pansy
LILLIE HUGHES
ARIE WEST
NAXKIE GAHNE1"fE
EDl'IA PUTNEY'
MILDRED CARTER
..
ADELAIDE JOKES
BERTHA JONES
AURELIA KAYTON
RUTH McKEE
MAR,JORIE MATHEWS
LILLIE MAXEY
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FIRST YEAR
A Simple Question
" ~OW this is a pretty fix for a fellow to be in,"
.JL said Standsberry to himself. "Here I have
been in these woods the whole livelong day
) .
since nine o'clock this morning, and I am lost-yes,
completely lost. I know I have circled around here be-
fore. I have always heard if you were lost, you would
circle around the same trees. Well, I must have walked
faster with my right foot than with the left, but I am
going to use both of them this time for all they are
worth."
Standsberry puthis words into action, and with long,
sweeping strides he soon came to a stream.
"I haven't come across this before," he muttered
hopefully. "I believe I shall follow it and see where
I shall come out; but which way must I go, up stream
or down?" He seemed to be puzzled a moment, and
then he smiled, "I'll do like sister does; " and pointing
his. finger first up the stream and then down alternate-
ly on each word, he said: "My-mother-says-I-
must-take-this one." The last word said go up; so,
shouldering his gun, he followed the stream with new
courage.
He had been walking for half an hour or more when
suddenly he realized how tired and worn out he felt.
He stopped and washed his face _and hands in the
stream, and feeling refreshed he made another start.
He had been walking this. time about five minutes when
he came to an opening. He had kept his eyes steadily
on the running 'water, and he was not aware that he
was so near--let us see what it was. Instinct
told him to look up; and having looked up, he stopped
short. Right in front of him was the source of the
stream, trickling water falling over the roots of a mass-
ive oak imbedded in the hillside. On one side of the
spring was a steep embankment covered with green
vines. On the other side the bank was not so steep.
It was covered with moss and little patches of trailing
arbutus. All of this he took in at a glance, but this was
not alL On the mossy bank sat a young girl with a
book in her lap. Evidently she had heard the noise
made by Standsberry's approach, by her erect and lis-
tening position; but she must have, thought it was in
the opposite direction, as she had her head turned that
way. There she sat listening for the continuance of
footsteps, while he stood motionless looking at her. He
looked down at himself.
" Gee! my shoes are muddy, but the rest of me is
not so bad for a huntsman." Then, looking up, he said :,
" I wonder who she is, anyway. How in the world am
1 going to let her know I am here? Must I cough?
No, that would not do. Suppose 1-" She turned
around and gazed at him for fully thirty seconds before
Standsberry could find a word in the whole English
language suitable for the occasion, and then he was
afraid that was not suitable.
"Am I trespassing? " he asked as he approached.
" It depends altogether why you are here," she re-
plied, rising.
"It wasn't my intention this morning to be here;
yet you do not know how glad I am to see a human
face again. But before I tell you why I am here, per-
haps I had better ask your permission."
" Not at all, for I've just asked you for an explana-
tion," she answered rather abruptly.
That nettled him a little, but he smiled and went on.
" I started out hunting this morning at nine o'clock,
and, being a stranger here and not familiar with the
woods, I was lost in less than an hour after starting
out. r am Herbert Standsberry, nephew of CoL 1. H.
Standsberry, of this 'county. I am visiting him on my
way home from college. Perhaps you know my un-
cle."
When Colonel Standsberry's name was mentioned,
she seemed to look on this tall, dark, handsome young
stranger with more favor; in fact, he detected a marked
change in her manner.
" Yes, I know him real well, as our places join. He
and my father, Capt. Bob Lloyd, are great friends."
Extending her hand, she continued: " I am glad to meet
Colonel Standsberry's nephew, of whom I have heard
him speak often."
"Thank you, Miss Lloyd," he answered boyishly,
catching her slim little hand and giving her such a
handshake she winced with pain.
Standsberry had been scrutinizing Catherine Lloyd
closely, and it seemed to him he had seen this charming
person before. "Miss Lloyd, have we not met some-
where before? This is the first time I have been in
this section of Virginia the whole four years of my
course at the university; but have you ever visited in
Savannah, Ga.? "
" No, I have never visited there, and I am sure I have
never seen you until to-day. But, Mr. Standsberry,
you look tired and you must be nearly famished,
You've been tramping in these woods all day? Come
on up to the house, and maybe I can get you something
to eat."
She led the way up a little narrow path which came
out into the road that ran up to the house. Her every
movement was grace itself, and Standsberry's admiring
eyes never missed one of those movements. What a
head of beautiful brown curls, and what beautiful vio-
let eyes! "Golly!" thought Herbert; " I haven't seen
such a beauty for ages. I have certainly seen her be-
fore, or else her picture."
"Miss Lloyd, do. you know any of the university
bays? " he asked as they came aut to. the road.
"Only one, a Mr. Carl Hamilton, Do. you know
him? "
"Old Hamilton? Well, I guess I do.. He and I
have been rooming together far two. years, and the
fellows call me his shadow, Now I know why I thought
I knew yau-and I do.through him in two. ways. First,
he talks of you very, very often; and, second, he has a
good picture of you. That's his fraternity pin you
have an, isn't it, Miss Lloyd? "
Catherine blushed and looked up at him reproach-
fully. Then it came to. him that he did not have the
right to. be asking her such a question. He forgot he
did not know her as well as he did Hamilton, so. he
changed the subject hurriedly. "What were you read-
ing when I came up? "
" I was sketching' The Courtship of Miles Standish.'
It has been a long time since I studied it, But here
we are at the house. Mather is away this afternoon .
and our cook is off an a two-weeks' vacatian; but I
know haw to. prepare a lunch. Haw would you like to.
have it aut here an the parch where it is cool ?
Not a bit af trouble, so.don't let that worry you. Came
in here and get this table in the hall, while I go. far
your lunch." She hurried away.
" So.she is the girl who. turned Hamilton dawn week
before last," said Herbert, getting the hall table and
carrying it aut an the porch. "But she still has his
pin. I wander if she has changed her mind since that
last pleading letter of Hamilton's. I don't blame him
far hanging an if he can. She certainly is a winning
girl. Gee! I feel sorry far Hamilton, but I can't help
hoping she hasn't changed her mind. I am a selfish
cad to. hope that, and here I am professing to. be a real
friend of Hamilton's."
In the meantime Catherine was vaguely wandering
what he thought of her. "If he knew I was wearing
Carl's pin after having bra ken our engagement, I am
sure he wouldn't think much of me. I just must put it
away until I know Carl's new address." Then she hur-
ried out with Standsberry's lunch,
" Here is some cold ham, chicken, and ice tea. Will
that do?"
"Will that do? Well, if you were as hungry as I am,
you would eat cold bread and not say a word."
Standsberry noticed that she had not spent all the
time in preparing his lunch, from her appearance.
" Catherine," called a feeble voice,
" That is grandmother calling me. I'll be back pres-
ently."
"By George! that child knows how to fix a fellow
something to eat. I wander if she cooked this." And
he wandered on, eating all the while, until she re-
turned.
" Miss Lloyd, I am certainly doing this lunch justice.
I never had anything to taste quite so good in all my
life_"
"That is because you are so hungry, Mr. Stands-
berry," she smiled.
While he finished eating, the conversation veered off
to her graduation two weeks ago, and he told her about
the M_D_degree he had taken at the university last
week. Then Standsberry arose, saying: " I know Un-
cle Irving is wondering where I am, and I had better
hurry home. I thank you, Miss Lloyd, for your kind-
ness. I'll be here for several weeks before I go South.
May I come over sometimes while I am here? "
"Why, certainly. Come over, and I will show you
how to take advantage of country life."
" Thank you. Good afternoon, Miss Lloyd. I am
really glad I lost my way in the woods this morning."
" 0, no flattering! Good-by, Mr. Standsberry," she
replied blushingly.
For the next six weeks Standsberry was almost a
daily visitor. He and Catherine went driving or horse-
back riding; they went fishing down on the pond; and,
best of all, they proved quite a match at tennis. Cath-
erine's friends said: "To be with Catherine is to love
her." Herbert proved t~ be no exception. By the end
of a month he had commenced to feel that he didn't
care ever to see Savannah again as long as he could be
with Catherine. Yet he felt like a blackguard when he
thought of Hamilton. It is true he had not seen Cath-
erine wearing Hamilton's pin, but she might have lost
or broken it. Neither one had said a word about Ham-
ilton since that first day, and neither knew why.
" By George! I want her myself if I can get her; but
I never could feel right about it as long as I do not
really know whether it is all up between her and Ham-
ilton. Now his letter I received to-day says: ' Speak a
word for me, old pal.' I am going to probe around
this very evening and, in speaking a word for him, see
where I stand."
It was four o'clock in the afternoon, and Standsberry,
in his white flannel suit with a tennis racket resting on
his shoulder, was on his way over to see Catherine.
" I wonder if Miss Catherine is looking for me this
afternoon."
He would hardly have guessed that Catherine had
in reality been looking for him nearly every afternoon
since she had met him. On this particular afternoon
she was out on the porch sitting with her back to the
road, and her mind was busy comparing Carl and
Herbert. How different Herbert was from Carl! Her-·
bert was nothing more than a boy in his ways, while
Carl was just the reverse. Then Carl seemed to pick
out every little word in conversing, while Herbert
rushed on impulsively, and often calling on her for
help when he was sure she knew what he meant. Her
reverie was soon broken by a cheery voice from the
back.
"A little early this afternoon, Miss Catherine; but I
want to playoff the tie 'to-day," said Standsberry ap-
proaching.
They went down to the tennis court and played until
supper. Catherine was one ahead.
"Never mind, I'll get you after supper," Herbert
said, showing a little disappointment.
" Come on to supper and don't feel so badly about
being beaten by a girl," Catherine teased.
After supper they went back to the court and played
until dark, and still Catherine was just that one ahead.
" Who taught you how to play, Miss Catherine? " he
asked, as they started toward the house.
" Carl was my first instructor."
" Well, he certainly did a good job that time, just
like he always does. Come on, let's take a walk down
toward the orchard. I hate to go near a house when
we have such moonlight nights as these."
Catherine did not care about going, because she was
quite tired after playing tennis; but since he asked her
-well, she would go.
" When did you hear from Hamilton, Miss Lloyd? "
asked Herbert abruptly, feeling sure she heard his heart
beat against his ribs.
" I don't know exactly. Why?"
"Nothing. Hamilton certainly is a fine old boy.
He was a good student, too. I understood just before
I left college that you and he would soon be
'Two minds with but a single thought,
Two hearts that beat as one.'
Is that so?" He tried to speak lightly, but it was a
miserable failure. He did not wait for an answer, but
plunged on madly, hardly knowing what he was saying:
" I'll tell you, Miss Catherine, he is certainly a good
boy."
" Mr. Standsberry, have you ever read' The Court-
ship of Miles Standish? ' "
ALICE BELLE MARTIN.
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SORORES IN OOLLEGIO
EMMA LYLE WESTMARGARET BLAND ALFRIEND JULIA BESTOR BETHEL
ALICE BASKERVILLE
RUTH DABNEY
EVA LARMoun
JOSEPHINE CROCKETT ALLISON ELISE LECKIE
ELIZABETH HASKINS PRICE
FRANCES HARRISON PRICE
SABAH COMPHER RUSSEU.
MARY NORMAN TOWSON
ELIZABETH WALKUP ABlE RANDOLPH WEST
JULIETTE JEFFERSON HUNDLEY
NELI.IE FRENCH JOHNSON
SORORES IN URBE
ELIZABETH HOGE PAULETTE
MRs. JAMES VENABLE
CHARLIE RICHABD JONES
FRANK PRESCOTT JONES
HATTIE CRUTE PAULETl'E
JULIA. MAY PAULETTE
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA

Student Gouernment A ssociat ion
President
Senior Vice President
LILY PERCIVALL
EUNICE WATKINS
Junior Vice Presidents
Secretary
F'LOREKCE BOSTON* IVEY WHITLEY'
JANIE COUCIT
LILY PERCIVALL
EUl"[CE V';ATKINS
KATIE PORTEll
SALLIE JACKSON
STUDENT COMMlTTEE
Senior
MARY A. HOLT
ES~IE HOWELL
GUACE WOODHOUSE
LETA CHRISTIAN
MARY ARMISTEAD
THERESE JOHNSON
FLORENCE BOSTON IVEY WHITLEY
Junior
EvA. LARMOUR l!"'LOREKCEBUFORD FRANCES ANDREWS
Fourth and Third Yea'r
ELEANOll PARROTT
ELISE LECKIE
JA~JE COUCH
"ReSigned; MAnEuN8 ASI,EW elected
Second and First Year
LILY HUGHES
AmE WEST
HELEN KESLER
'Resigned; SALLIE HAIlGRAVE elected
Elementary Pr ot essioruil
SAUAH WYCHE
MABEL BILLt:PS
Editor in Chief
Assistant Editor in Chief .".
Literary Editor
Assistant Literary Editor
News Editor
Assistant News Editor
Business Manager
Assistant Business Manager
Publicity Editor
Art Editor
Exchange Editor
Assistant Exchange Editor
Alumnee Edftor
Assistant Alumnre Editor
. Editor in Chief
Assistant Editor in Chief
Literary Editor
Assistant Literary Ed iter
News Editor
Assistant News Editor
Business Manager
Ass!stant Business Manager
Publicity IjlditoI'
Art Editor
Exchange Editor
Assistant Exchange Editor
Alumnte Editor
Focus Staff
FALL TERM
SPRING TERM
GRACE 1. 'WOODHOUSE
KATHERINE COOl{
MAMIE AUERBACH
ANNE CON"VAY
ANNIE RA Nl{~
IVEY "WHITLEY
THURZETTA THOMAS
ELIZABETH ·HAWTHORNE
THERESE JOHNSON
. EVA LARMOUR
ANNIE LAURIE STONE
AMENTA MA'l'IlEWS
MRS. J. L. BUGO
GL·\DYS BELL
. ANNE WOODROOF
PRESTON A:~IBLER
FRANCES GRAHA~'f
'WJNNIE HINER
ANTOINETTE DAVIS
PAREE MORlUS
EVELYN TURNBULL
SALLIE HARGRAVE
THERESE JOHNSON
. EVA LARMOUR
ANNIE LA ORIE STONE
JUANITA MAKNING
. MRS. MADDOX
J<'OCUSSTAFF-FALL TERM
FOCUS STAFF-SPRING TERM
Presuient
OFFICERS p'OR 1911
RUTH HUiST
LELIA. ROBERTSON
RUTH DA.BNEY
BESSIE MA.BSHALL
LE'I'A CHRISTIAl\
LELIA ROBERTSO;\
CAROLINE MCCRAW
PEARL MATTHEWS
BI,SSIE WYNNE
LILLIAN COOK
ELEANOl~ RICHARDSO:;-
GRACE BEALE
KATHERI;\E COOK
MISS RICE
LETTYE COX, Subchainnan
LILY PERCIVALL
FLORENCE BOSTON
THURZETTA THOi\[AS
KATE BULMAN
EVA LAR'HOUR
Vice Presuient
RecoTding SeCl"etal'Y
Con-esponding secretaru
Treasurer
Libraritui
ChaiTman of Devotional Committee
Gtuiir-mam. of Bible Study Committee
Chairman. of MissionaTY C01mnittee
Ctuiirnuin. of Social Commi,ttee
ChaiTm,an of Social SeTvice Ooml1tittee
Ciuur-man. of Music Committee
Chail'man of Poster Committee .
General secretor»
OFFICERS FOR 1912
Presuiesit
Vice Presuient
.RecoTd'ing secretor-)
Con-esponcling Secreta1'y
TTeaS1tT6T
LibTaTian
Chail'l1wn of Devotional Oommittee
Ohainnan of Bible Shtdy Committee
Ctuiirnuni of Missiona1'y Committee
· FLORENCE BOSTO;\
E"ELYN TURK BULL
·WINNIE HINER
Pllf:STON A:MBLER
ELSIE GAY
· Lucy MACLIN
THELMA BJAKTON
.JAKIE COUCH
REBECCA COLE1IAl\
ChaiTman of MitsionaTY Giving Committee
Ctuiirmom of Social Committee
Ohairman. of Social Sel'vice Committee
Oluiirnum. of Music Oommittee
.ANNE WOODRUFF
SAT"LIE HAllGRAYE
·MADELINE ASKEW
FR."NCES ANDREWS
MISS ELEAl\OR RICHAROSON
Le Cercle Francais
Flower: Le Fleur-de-lis Oolors: Blue and Yellow
OFFICERS
Presutent
Vice President
Secretary
TreaS1tl-er .
Reporter
MARY T. TURNBULL
AN 'E CLARK
ETHEL COMBS
, MARGARET HEL)I
MATTIE o-ULD
MEMBERS
MARGUERITE ARCHA~fBAULT KATHERD'E CARTER
MARY ANDERSON
MARGARET BOATWRIGHT
PEARL AN'GLEA
MINXIE BUTLER
LUCILE BALDWIX
E'l'HEL COMBS
GERTRUDE CHARLTON
JAN'IE COUCH
MARY DORNIN
MARGARET HELM
ANNE CLARK
PEARL HENDERSON
ELLA LESTER
MARY MARTI=<
Lucy MOORE
En:LYN PURCELL
MARY PUTN'EY
MATTIE OULD
ELSIE MILDRED STULL
MARY KEN'T
MARY S. SMITH
FANN'IE S:-nTH
MARY T. TURNBULL
Lucy WII_LB.MS
MA'l'TIE VAN'DEYENTER NANCY JOHNSTON
Director
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Li,bra,rian
Assistant Librarian
Reporter
LILLIAN BUGG ALICE DADMUN
ANTOINETTE DAVIS
ELIZABETH JARMAN
BESSIE MARSHALL
PARKE MORRIS
MARIA BRISTOW
ANNIE BRAGG
MARJOBIE COMBS
Glee Club
OFFICERS
MISS ELLEN G. PERKIKS
NELLIE BRISTOW
E'l'HEL. COMBS
ELIZABETH WALKUP
EVA LARMOUR
GRACI!: WOODHOUSE
ALICE DADMUK
EUNICE WATKINS
First Soprano
EUNICE WATKINS
ELIZABETH WALKUP
J(jD~ON ROBINSON MADELINE WILLETT
Lucy WILLIAMS
GRACE WOODHOUSE MARY WY.NNE
First Alto
GERTRUDE CHARLTON
Lou GEDDY
GERTRUDE GILLIAj\1
ALICE MARTIN
EMILY MINNEGERODE
MILDRED POTTS
TH~"LMA BLANTON
VIRGILIA BUGG
ETHEL COM.BS
ALTHA DUVAL
NELLIE BRISTOW FRANCES GRAH_Ui
RUBY GREEN
RUTH HARDING
EvA LARM.OUR
Second Soprano
RUTH GARNETT
BEU,E SPATIG
MARY. T~ T'QRNBULL.
BESSIE TREVVETT
'KATE REYNOIfD!L
MARY REYNOLDS
Second Alto
NANNlE JOHNSON EVELYN TURNBULL
GLEE CLUB
Cotillion Clzib
OFFICERS
Presuicnt
Secretary ancl Treasurer
Reporter .
Leaders
AK'l'OINE'ITE DAYIS
LILY PEllCIYALL
ANXE ,VILKIKSOK
SUSIE POWELL ancl EVA LARillOUR
MEMBERS
MYRTLE HEATH
MAGGIE GILLIAili
MAny SHEPHERD JONES
Lou GEDDY MARY HOLT
FLORENCE BUFORD SUSIE CRUMP
ZULEIl\1E DUVAL ANTOINETTE DAVIS
JENNIE EARNEST ALE'l'HA BURROUGHS
FRA'NCES GRAHAi\'[ RUTH .GARNETT
'RU'l'H HUTCHINSOK CARRIE HUDGIKS
ELIZABETH HAllT ELIZABETH JARMAN
GERTRUD'" KEISTER ESi\~E HOWELL
NENA LOCKRIDGE MAHGARET ALFRIEND EvA. LARillOUll
GRACE WOODHOUSE MAllY KENT Lucy HEATH BESSIE MA!lSHALL
SARAH WYCHE JOSEPHINE ALLISON ANNE Wn,KIKSON
EUNICE WATKINS ROCHE WATKINS
EVELYN NOELL ·EDNA MIAllS
ANNIE MYEllS MATTIE OULD
RUTH PERCIVALL LILY PERCIVALI,
ALICE T, RICHAROSOX LOUISE ROWE
EVELYN TURNBULL FRANCES SMITH
HELEN WIMBISH MARY TowSON
HONOR PRICE FANNIE PllICE
MARY STERLING SMITH
JULIA BETHEL
MIN KIE BUTLER
SALLIE REDD
FLORA REDO
'ROSE PAR.ROTT
SUSIE POWELL
Dramatic Club
OFFICERS
Director
Presuient
Secretary and Treasurer
Focw.s Reporter
MISS WHEELER
MARIA BRISTOW
FRANCES GRAHAM
SALLIE BLANKENSHIP
MEMBERS
SALLIE BLANKENSHIP
MARIA BRISTOW
ETHEL COMBS
JANIE COUCH
]<JLIZARETH FEILD
FRANCES GRAHAM
THERESE JOHNSON
GERTRUDE KEISTER
ALICE LEM"WN
HONOR PRICE
BELLE SPATIG
THURZETTA THO~[AS
ANNE WALKER
INDIA WHITE
GRACE WOODHOUSE
" Mice and Men," a colonial costume play, was presented by the club on February 16
"MICE A D MEN"
Colors: Azure and White
IRENE BRIGGS
FLORENCE BUFORD
LO'CISE GEDDY
RUTH HARDING
Gamma Theta
MEMBERS
HALLIE HUTCHESON
RUTH HUTCHINSON
NENA LOCHRIDGE
Lucy MACLIN
EVELYN NOELL
LILY PERCIVAL
RUTH PERCIVAL
HONOR PRICE
Flower _.Lily of the Valley
FANNIE SMITH
MARY STERLING SMITH
ANNE WILKINSON

GAMMA THETA
Fraternity Girls
Margaret Bell
Cora Walker
Alice Martin
Grace Cobb
Mary Kent
Mary Elfceth Carrington
IU rriet Parrish
Mafy Towson
Eunice Watkins
Florence Clayton
Alice Martin
Lillie Percival
Susie Powell
Ethel Abbitt
Carrie Hudgins
Miss Jennie Tabb
Sue Adams
Grace Cobb
Eva Lovelace
Bessie- Price
Irene Tinsley
Anne Walker
Lura Barrow
Mary Kent
Cora \Valker·
Sarah Wyche
Kerah Cole
Anne Wilkinson
Motto,' "On to Richmond!"
Color,' Red Flower,' Richmond Rose
OFFICERS
Presiaen:
Vice Presuient
Secreiaru
Treasurer
Reporter
SALLIE BLANKENSHIP
KERAH COLE
ANXIE LEE BOWLES
BESSIE TREVVE7£T
ZULEIME DuVAL
FAXXY BLAXD
ANNIE LEE BOWLES
SALLIE WALKER
MEMBERS
KERAH CARTER COLE
N ANNIE LoUISE CROWDER
BLANKENSHIP ANNIE IRENE DUNN
ZULEIME CLIFTON DUVAL
LEU A MAE HOOPER
RUTH LEE HUTCHINSON
JUANITA MANNING
VARA.TE~rpLE SNELLING
L, HAZEL THOMPSON
BESSIE TREVVETT
ANNE NORVELL WALKER
AX:\,IE JAYNE GATLlNO
CARHIE MASON GALUSHA
MARIA THOMAS GREGORY
MATTIE LEE GRIGG
MEMBERS
SALLIE EPES HARGRAVE
A:IIELIE TAl'PEY JONES
MARGARET RUTH PERCIVALL
MARY S1'ERLIXG SilUTH
FRANCES N. SMITH
EMILY KATHLEE:\" PEEBLES
Petersburg Club
Lynchburg Club
Motto: "Going up"
Colons: Red and Black Flowe1': Johnny-Jump-Up
Paoorite Bannession: "Get it at Almond's"
Favorite Meeting Place: Lovers' Leap Eaoorite Stunt: Going home
OFFICERS
P1'esiclent
Vice President
Becretars) ana T1'ea81~1'e'l'
OOTTesponcLing Secretaru
Hono1'a1'Y Membe1'
BESSIE MARSHALL
MARGARET WOODWARD
SUSIE CRUMP
WILLIE GUTHRIE
MISS MAMIE ROHR
MEMBERS
ELISE LECKIE
LOUISE LOWE
BESSIE MARSHALL
EMILY MIKiXEGERODE
ALlIIA POINDEXTER
MARY RICE
'WILLlE ROBEl1TSON
AN-\'JE BELLE ROBERTSON
IRENE TINSLEY
SUE ADAilfS
PRESTON AMBLER
BESSIE COOPER
SUSIE CRUi\fP
ANTOINETTE DAVIS
KA'l'HRYN DIGGS
MARY DORNIN
INNES FLEMING
WILLIE GUTHRIE
SUSIE HOLT
EDNA LANDRUM
MARY TOWSON
ANNE WOODRUFF
MARGARET BOA'l'WRIGHT
JEAN BOATWRIGHT
KATHRYN WOODWARD
MARGARET VVOODWARD
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Carnifex regius
Beelzebub
Umbra prima
Custo.i morumo
Vespillo
THERESE JOHNSON
ES~fE HOWELL
SUE ADA~fS
BKSSIE COOPER
ZULEIlIfE DUVAL
Gustos sepulchorum
PI orator prima .
Facis gestator
Buccinator
Fossor sepulchorum
ANTOINETTE DAVIS
ANNE WALKKIl
MARY DORNIN
RUTH GLEAVES
HARRJET PARRISH
BESSIE MARSHALL
Mu Omega,
Motto.' "Rather than live a single life, I would die young"
Colors.' Black and White Flower.' Funeral Wreaths
Chief Sayinrl.' " I know that I shall die young"
Veneficus
Bea,ns
Planted in 1910
(Branch at R. W. C.)
Motto: "Better be a live bean than a dead
beat
Colors: Pea Green and Parched Brown
Flower: Pea Blossom
Favorite Velletab te: Beans, of course
Favorite Saying: "Wade in"
Toast: "Though we have reddish cheeks,
turnip noses, and carroty hair,
may our hearts not be hard like
the hearts of cabbages, nor may
our remarks be pithy."
Ejaculation: "Man in sight!"
Answer: "Get 'im if you can!"
Polite Remark: "Pardon me (Pod on IDe) "
ACTIVE MEMBERS
"OLD LoUISE" BALTHIS
" BUSS-EYE SUE" CRUMP
H PEA.NUTS" CA.RRINGTON
" BE-ST" HART
" Doc" KEISTER
" PICK" MORRIS
"Ln."TLE HONOR" PRICE
"POLLY" PARROTI'
" INNIE" WHITE
0115le Crump. I1llth DC\bnQjj
C)1l8'le PoweU. 6hrSe Lec\\e.
6vQ LmmOu.f. 1S l\.o8ePerron.
J'lorence B08ton-. 6h3abeth Haxt.
U\C\~ T Turnbull. Gertrua.e Ke\6ter_
OOI01'S: Green and Black
FLORA REDD
ANNE WALKER
ETHEL ABBI'l"l'
ZULEIME DUVAL
MARY DClRNIN
EYA LoVELACE
CORA WALKER
LomSE ROWE
RUTH GLEAYES
JULIA BETHELL
ES)[E HOWELL
Founded, 1904
SALLill REDD
FRAKCES GRAHAnI
ROSE P ARROT'l'
GRACE WOODHOUSE
HALLIE HUTCHESON
MAGGill LEE UPCHURCH
EVELY" TURNBULL
MARY T. TURK BULL
EMILY MINNEGERODE
ELEA::I'OR PARROTT
MARY E. CARRING'l'ON
FRANCES MEADE BROOKE
Lo ISE GEDDY
Delta
ME'MBERS
MARGARE'l' ALFRIEND
JOSEPHIlS'E ALLIS OK
ANTOINETTE DAVIS
MARY SHEPERD JONES
NENA LOCHRIDGE
LILY PEHCIVALL
FANNIE LOUISE RIXEY
ALICE T. RICHARDSON
JULIA ROLLINS
CORA WALKER
EUNICE WATKINS
ANNE WILKINSON
The Chanticleer Troupe
Flowers: Rooster Feathers
Motto: " Birds of a feather flock together"
Otiie] St,unt: " Having hen parties"
OOlO1'S: Speclded
YELL
Any dude'll do, any dude'll do!
Any dude'll, dude'Il, dude'Il, dude'Il, dude'Il do!
MAUDE ADAMS, Honoraru Member
LOUISE BALTHIS .
FLORENCE BUFORD
BESSIE COOPER
RUTH VARNEY
MARY DORNIN
ZULEU{E DUVAL
ANTOINE'ITE DAVIS
ELIZABETH HART
. RUTH HARDING
NANCY JOHNSON
THERESE JOHNSON
BESSIE MARSHALT,
MARIE NOELL
PETER PARRISH
FANNIE LoUISE RIXEY
NENA LOCHRIDGE
ANNE WALKER
MARGARET WOODWARD
INDIA WHI'l'E
Chanticleer
The Blackbird
The Peacock
The Nightingale
Little SCQps
The Duck
The Gray Hen
The. Grand Duke
The Pheasant Hen
The Woodpecker
The Screech Owl
The Speckled Hen
. The Carrier Pigeon
The White Hen
The Turkey
The Tufted Hen
The Old Hen
The Goose
.The Toad
The Garden Warbler
'.
Colors: Light Blue and Black Ftouier : Johnny-Jump-Up
HONORARY MEMBER
MISS CLAYT01';
HELEN COCKE
KATHLEEN FORE
CARRIE HUDGINS
ANNIE JONES
MEMBERS
MARY LLOYD
MATTIE OUI.D
MARTHA ROWELL
FLORENCE STEVENSON
IVEY WHITLEY
cotors: Red 'and Black Flower.' Red Poppy
I. j\1. P. S.
"tone: Ruby
YELL
Ginger, ginger!
Pepper pot!
1. M. P. S.
Keep things hot!
MEMBERS
LUCILLE BALDWIN
MADGE GWALTNEY
A~1ELIE JONES
VIRGINIA PAULETIE
LILLIAN WILSON
GRACE WOOIlSO,N
Leap Year Club
Beauquet
Bachelor's Button
Sweet William
Tulips
Hearts'-Ease
Marigold
Bridal Wreath
Jack-in-the-Pulpit
00701'8,' Love-Sick Blue Chief Ai1n_' To get married
Stone,' Diamond
Motto,' " It is not good that man should live alone"
Fav01-ite AcZ1nonition,' " Gather ye husbands while ye may"
Favorite SaY'ing,' "What is more perfect than a perfect man? "
.'long,' "Somewbere There's Somebody Waiting for You, You, You"
PERSISTENT PURSUERS
PARKE MORRIS
EVELYN NOELJ~
L,ILY PERCTI'ALL
ROSE PARROTT
FA~NIE LoUISE RIXEY
FRA.NCES SMITH
MARGARE'l' ALFRIEND
LOUISE BALTHI~
ALlCE BASKERVILLE
MARY CARRINGTON
SUSIE CRUMP
Lou GEDDY
FRANCES GRAHA~i
MARY A. HOLT
ELIZABETH HART
GERTRUDE KEISTER
NENA LOCHRIDGE
EVELYN TURNBULL
CORA.WALKER
ANNE W ALKEl~
INDIA WHITE
ANNE WILKINSON
A Colony of Germs
Eousuied : October 1, 1911
YELL
Stone: Tombstone
Micrococcus, micrococcus, micrococcus-ci!
Pyocyaneus, streptococcus, staphylococcus-sti!
Germs!!! !
Motto: "Germicide, germicide, germicide-never!
Germs, germs; live on forever!"
'l'llE GERMS
Trypanosoma romageti .
Bacillus dignitatis
Coccus amreba
Amreba baoil lus
Spirilla amoeba
Coccus minstrelorum
Bacillus varata.li
Steplococcus evansi
Micrococcus sensi
Tirriitites germorum coccus
Pres ident.es bacillus
Micro talktococcus
Staphylococcus fierorum
Streptococcus pyogenes
Weatherus bacillus
Migrospira blondi
Bacmus adhorum
Planococcus writens
Spirilla excitogenes
Coccus poeticus
Poeticus bacillus
LoUISE GEDDY
MAY WILKINSON
ELIZABETH HAR'l'
LOUISE BALTHIS
INDIA WHITE
RU'l'H HUTCHINSON
LOUISE ROWE
ANNE WALKER
THERESE JOHNSON
BESSIE COOPER
LETA CHRISTIAN
HALLIE HU'l'CHESON
KATE PORTER
CLARA HELEN PORTER
LUCILE SNOW
BESSIE T'REVVETT
SUSIE CRUMP
ANNIE CHEWNING
SALLIE JACKSON
ANNE CONWAY
MARY A. HOLT
Emblem: Corkscrew Song: "Yield Not to Temptation"
Motto: "Our cup is so full that another drop would overflow it"
OFFICERS
SALLIE JACKSON
HALLIE HUTCHESON
RUTH HUTCHINSON
SMI'l'H, " '.PER No.1"
SMITH, " TEll No, 2"
HUTCHINSON, "RUFUS"
HUTCHESON, "HALLELUJAH"
ARCHaMBAULT, " OUR SHAilIPOO"
PURCELL, "PERCALE"
HELM, "LrTILE MONK"
" Don't you worry, Ter"
" Don't you worry, 'I'er "
"Shall I wear pink or blue?"
"0, I am so crazy about --!"
"0, Lawdy!"
"I am nearly dead"
"Go to the scratch!"
MACLIN, "LUKIE"
Big B
Middle B
Little B
NOELL, "BuGGs"
HARDING, "BABY"
GLEAVES, "RUREN"
JACKSON, "JALLIE"
PARROTI, "LITILF. POLL"
AUERBACH, "MAMSE"
SUTHERLli'I, "NANCY"
"0, my case!"
"Hello, Hon!"
"Believe me"
"Good mor-n-i-n-g!"
., 0, I a~ so miserable!"
" Persnicky "
"0, I know the nicest thing!"
"I don't know"
Every little symbol has
ALICE BASKERVILLE
JENNIE EARNES'l'
WILLIE GUTHRIE
RU'l'H HARDING
SALLIE HARGRAVE
a meaning all its oum
GER'l'RUDE KEIS'l'ER
Lucy MACLIN
RUTH PERCIVALL
EVELYN PuuCELL
KATHERINE WOODWARD
Motto: "Nihil sine Jabore"
OFFICERS
President
Vice President
Secretary and Treasurer
MABEL JONES
MAUGARET SHAW
BETTIE Lou REAMES
ANNIE HAJlfNER
MARGARET SRi.. W
MEMBERS
MAMIE HAMNER
GER'l'RUDE RIVES
WILLIE HARMAN MABEL JONES
BETTIE Lou REAlIfES
The Saints' Club
Motto,' "Live while you live"
Flower,' Moon Flower
Colors,' Leaf Green and White
OFFICERS
Pl'esident MARGARET HUDDLE
liice Presiclent SUSIE PHILIPPI
Recording SecretaTY ]\IL>\RGARETUMBERGER
COl'1'esponding SecretaTy MYRTLE HUDDLE
TreaS111'el' CLARA NYE
MEMBERS
MARY MARGARET GODBEY
PATTIE HARGRAvr,
BLANCHE LAMAR HEDRICK
MARY MARGAUE'!' HUDDLE
lVlYltTLE ELIZABE'fH HUDDLE
MARTHA JOH:'ISTON
EDITH MELVIN A LAW
CLARA FUANCES NYE
SUSIE LEE PHILIPPI
JOSEPHINE SAYILLE
EUXICE LEAKE SNIDOW
MARY MARGARE'!' UMBERGER
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OFFICERS OF ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
A thletic A ssocia tion
President
Basket Ball Vice Presidents
Tennis Vice President
Sec1'eta1'y and Treasurer
Reporter
SALLIE REDD
Lo ISE ROWE, MAGGIE GILLIAJ\{
. SALLIE HARGRAVE
BESSIE COOPER
. THERESE JOHNSON
Senior Basket Ball Team
Captain
Manager
Coach
Forwards
Centers
Guards
Substitutes
SALLIE REDD
LOUISE ROWE
. MISS OVERALL
MAGGIE GILLIAM, VIRGINIA PAULEI'TE
LILLIAN WILSON, SALLIE REDD, MABEL CLARKE
MARY A.l'i"DERSON,LOUISE ROWE
ANNE COXWAY, LETA CHRISTIAN, LOUISE GEDDY
.luntor Basket Ball Tearrl
Colors.' Brown and Gold Motto: "Aim high, aim straight"
Captain
Manager
Right Forward
Left Forward
Right Guard
Left Guard
Jumping Center
Righ t Centel'
Left Center
Substitutes
EYELY;\, TURXBULL
FLORENCE BUTOHD
VEH:\,A REYXOLDS
FAXNII£ Vi'ILSO?\
E\'ELYN TURNBULL
PLORENCE BUFOHD
FANNIE GHAHAj\I
. ALICE MARTIN
EYA LO\'ELACE
\V~lLIF; GUTHRIE, ANNIE JONES, ETTA BAILEY
N onpareil Terlrlis Club
Colors,' Royal Purple and Gold
Motto,' "The survival of the fittest"
Ohief Saying,' " 'Tis better to playa love set than never to play at all "
OFFICERS
President
Secretary and Treasurer
Reporter
SALLIE REDD
HALLl E HUTCHESON
SALLIE HARGRA\,E
MEMBERS
SUE ADAMS
BESSIE COOPEH
A:\'TOINE'l'TE DAns
MARY DOR:\,TN
Z1JLln~'lE DUVAL
CARRTE GALl'SHA
LOUTSE GEI)IlY
WILLIE GU'J')-IRIE
SALLIE HARGRAVE
ESME HOWELL
HALLIE Ht:TCI-IESON
RUTH HUTCHrxso:\,
'l'J-mRESE JOHNSON
BESSIE MAllSHALL
HARBIE'TT PARRISH
SALLTE REDD
ANNE ,.\,TALKER
MAY W'IL],nSON'
HELEX WIMBISH
GRACE WOODSON
Motto' "N. 0 love but J. III the game"
OFFICERS
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Reporter
MARY KENT
LETA CHRISTIAN
ANNIE JONES
MARY LLOYD
MARY ANDERSON
HONORARY MEMBERS
MR. MATTOON
MISS JARRATT
7'he Unhappy Pair
I.
. ~ ICHARD is the most bashful person I have ever
J 1. met, excepting myself. . It is so easy for any
girl to embarrass him, and, of course, especial-
ly easy for me. There is a good deal of Richard, and
when he frowns and pinks up he looks perfectly lovely.
So I was very much disappointed to see that he didn't
pink up a bit when I first told him that they had de-
cided on a day to 'announce our engagement. -
By "they" I mean my family-Aunt Justina and
Aunt Gertrude and Bess, who have been running Rich-
ard's and my engagement-well, since he told Aunt
Justina that he had to marry me or die.
" Well, let 'em announce it," he said. "What do we
care? "
" But you don't see," I explained. "They are going
to give an afternoon reception to pet and patronize."
" Pet who? " asked Dick.
I noticed by his grammar that he was beginning to
be scared.
" Pet us, you goose! " I said.
" Must I be on hand? " said he.
I tried to freeze, the way Aunt Justina does in
church.
" I didn't know, Polly," he said, crestfallen and nice.
" I .have never been announced before. Why can't we
be engaged and announced and married all by our-
selves, and let everybody else go to the-"
" Richard! " I shouted just in time; but he finished
the sentence in his mind, and I guess I did, too.
You will hardly blame us when you understand about
Northover, where I live. It is a sleepy, beautiful vil-
lage, and it hasn't much to do except to look at views
and discuss pronunication. There are lots of girls in
Northover, and also girls who have grown up and never
married. This makes it rather awful to be engaged in
Northover.
After the engagement was decided and Dick had gone
back to New York, Aunt Justina and Aunt Gertrude
and Bess were very angelic about it. We all four were
absolutely happy. When we had finished crying, we
had dinner, and there was a tomato soup.
" Richard likes clear green turtle, Polly," said Aunt
Gertrude, with a mechanical smile. "I will give you a
receipt."
She meant to be pleasant, I knew, but I had a little
shiver on my backbone just the sa~e. I could feel those
pleasantries coming along at every meal.
Almost immediately, too, they began to talk about
presents. "Uncle Jerry will probably give you this, if
we mention it to him, and cousin Miranda that, and I
must suggest to Margaret Tweedie-" O! They joked
me about Dick's letters-the same solemn, dutiful jokes
every morning for breakfast. It got on my nerves like
anything. I always did hate to be patronized by older
people who seem to imagine they know more about me
than I do.
If I could only have seen Richard oftener, every-
thing would have been all right; but his engineering.
business in New York allowed him to come to North-
over very seldom. I don't think Richard is particu-
larly fond of anybody in Northover, excepting me. He
once said that Northover is too" nosy."
IL
That I should let myself be bothered so by my dear-
est family made me ashamed of my horrid, bashful dis-
position, and also made me afraid of Northover after
the engagement was announced.
The night before the announcement reception, Rich-
ard came and stayed at the Northover Hotel. Our
guest rooms were full of relatives-Uncle Jerry and
Mrs. Uncle Jerry and Cousin Miranda. Richard was
introduced and pinked up splendidly.
" Polly, we are a pair of childish fools," said Rich-
ard. "That party to-morrow can't last so very long."
" It will last fifty times longer," I said, "than the
family introduction did to-night."
" That fresh clerk at the hotel has given me one shot
already," growled Dick. "I wanted to punch his face."
In the forenoon the only sign of Richard was an enor-
mous box of roses. I had a terrible fright when it oc-
curred to me that he might be il1,or that he might have
a telegram to' go to New York. I couldn't eat any
lunch, and my backbone shivered without a moment's
rest. The afternoon tea was at five o'clock, and at three
I cried and told Aunt Justina that I was going to lie
down. Aunt Justina looked at me queerly and felt my
temples, I didn't know it until afternoon, but it
seems that my mother's sister used to have hysterics,
and once walked in her sleep.
Well, I locked myself in my bedroom and just circled
around like a bat. At five o'clock Bess knocked on the
door to tell me that Richard hadn't come or sent any
word. I heard carriages crunching on the driveway
and company voices. Suddenly I must have gone
crazy with the desire to run, like people in a panic, for
when I recovered my senses I was outside of my win-
dow on the sloping roof of the side piazza, and I
couldn't get back!
I ducked behind the slope of the roof and dropped
by a trellis to the ground. My dress was torn, and I
was a sight. I scurried through the hedge into the
back lane to our pasture. A brook runs across the
pasture, and the brook is a lovely hiding place under
the trees. There is a shaded pool and a tiny water-
fall, and a big flat rock. It is the place where Dick told
me how much he loved me. I decided to walk there and
tidy myself, and then to go home and trust in Provi-
dence.
A man was lying on the rock smoking a pipe. He
jumped up.
" Polly! " he said.
It was Dick.
III.
I hope I shall not again be so mad at anybody as
long as I live.
"You-you coward! " I called him. I would have
said " despicable," but I never could pronounce it.
" I know," said Dick, "I'm a coward. I'm a quit- .
ter."
This confession rather took the wind out of my sails.
Besides, I had to laugh. Dick looked so ridiculous.
He was dressed for an afternoon tea, but his long black
coat was rumpled, and his shiny silk hat was rolling
into the brook.
" 0, you poor hat! " I said.
We both reached for it, and he caught my hand in-
stead of the hat.
" Can you forgive me? " said Dick, sort of trembly.
"I lost my sand. But, honestly, I was going to the tea
after I smoked one pipe. How did you guess I was
here? "
The whole thing was so absurd that I covered my
face and shook.
" Lord! " groaned Dick. "Don't cry, Polly."
" I'm not," I said, choking.
" You are," said he. "You have a right to. I'm an
ill-mannered idiot. Let's go home and be announced.
Look at your dress! All because you had to hunt me
up. You witch, how did you know I'd take refuge
here? I am an ill-mannered-"
"No," said I; "and if you are, I am one, too. I
ran away. I didn't know where you were."
He started and smiled slowly. Richard has a heav-
enly smile, and there is plenty of it. Then he sat down
beside me on that beloved rock, and the brook did all
the sensible talking that was necessary for quite a
while. You can have no idea how quickly the time
passed unless you had sat on a rock under similar cir-
cumstances. When the factory whistle sounded faintly,
I jumped.
" Six o'clock!" I gasped. "The tea! Come on! "
" It's six-twenty," said Dick, looking at his watch.
" There's a church bell ringing."
" Must be a fire," I said. "In Northover everybody
goes to a fire."
Dick chuckled.
"That's good!" he said. "The reception will be
thinned out, sure. Hardly anybody will be left. We
can sneak in quietly-and-"
I asked him what kind of a story he would possibly
tell Aunt Justina.
" Listen! " said Dick. "I'll tell the story and take
all the blame of it, too. I happened along under your
window this afternon and asked you to walk before the
reception. You came, I twisted my ankle on a bowlder,
and that delayed us. How's that? All right, I guess.
But, best of all, Polly, we've escaped the chatter and
the handshaking and the announcement, and every-
thing! It's the greatest luck I ever heard of!"
I was so carried away by this good fortune that I
forgot my locked bedroom door. We said good-by to
the brook, and decided that it was wonderfully poetic
for us to have been engaged and announced on exactly
the same spot. Richard began to limp so awfully that
he put his arm around my shoulders for a crutch. It
was pleasant walking that way, and we didn't cut.
through the hedge, but turned down the lane into the
main street. At the corner Dick stopped still and
pointed.
" Good gracious! " I screamed. The Northover hose
cart-Cataract No. I-and the ladder thing-Hercules
No.2-were in front of our house. The lawn was
packed with people like a circus ground,
" Hurry! " said Dick, grabbing my wrist.
He tore along the sidewalk. It was the quickest cure
of a sprained ankle you ever saw. Mr. Mincer, the
constable, was sitting on the ladder truck. When he
saw us, he shouted and waved his hat and rang the
gong. The crowd in the yard yelled and laughed as we
raced to our piazza through a little path they made
for us.
On the piazza were the chief of the fire department
and the chairman of select men and Sheriff Hoppock
and ever so many others. The open doors and win-
dows were jammed with the afternoon-tea people.
They cheered and laughed as we ran up the steps.
"Any damage? " panted Dick., .
"Damage," said Uncle Jerry, on the broad grin.
"Just as if a happy pair couldn't announce their en-
gagement without raising a riot! "
" What do you mean, sir? " said Dick.
"Aunt Justina! " I sobbed, but I hung tight to Dick's
elbow.
"Justina is just coming to," said Cousin Miranda,
with a bottle of smelling salts. "It was my fault, Polly.
We broke in your door. We couldn't find you, and it
was terrible. I telephoned for police or somebody, and
they must have misunderstood me-but--"
" Three cheers for Miss Polly Randall! " trumpeted
the chief of the fire department.
Dick and I faced about. I never realized before
what a large population there was in Northover.
"And for Mr. Richard Chapin!" bellowed Sheriff
Hoppock.
They roared. They dmgled the bells on the fire wag-
ons. They formed a line which reached across the
street to shake our hands.
" I wonder if there's time to call out the ' Triumph
Drum Corps? ' " said the chairman of the select men.
Well, it was over at last. My fingers ached from
congratulations, and Dick had pinked enough,' as Uncle
Jerry said, for an Alpine sunset. Aunt Justina had
forgiven us. We were on the piazza in the twilight,
watching Hugh, our old gardener, patch the places in
the lawn where the announcement party had cut up the
dust.
"It was a lesson," I said. "I shall never blush
again;"
" I can't," sighed Dick.
FANNIE LOUISE RrXEY.
LOOK ~THAT'S A-COMING!
The Focus
Published nine times the' Year
by
The Students' Association
Subscribe at once and keep in touch with all that
goes on at your Alma Mater, Don't allow yourself
to fossilize. Don't be narrow in your interests.
Keep alive your school spirit; keep informed as to
the doings of your classmates. You need The Focus.
The Focus needs your support. Therefore subscribe
to The Focus. Q. E. D.
Nine numbers _ $1.00
Drug Store Dependability ESTABLISHED 1868
'There is a whole lot of satisfaction in being able to depend on a drug store, whatever your
wants may be, Our business has been built on this very fact. We would be pleased to
add you to our already long list of customers. Most of the "NORMALITES" shop here.
Will you join the majority? You will find us ever ready to serve you.
White Drug Store Farmville,Virginia
L. M. Jones
& Son HAVE THEIR NEW STORE BEGUN,CANDIES, CAKES, AND THINGS HAVE THEY
TO HELP YOU WHILE THE TIME AWAY;
FRUITS AND CREAM TILL 'TIS A SIN,
AND A PARLOR TO CONSUME THEM IN-
A PARLOR NEAT AND COSY, TOO,
IS THE ONE THAT'S WAITING JUST FOR YOU. Farmville,
Virginia
Mathewson's
Studio
If you want a portrait that is guaranteed to
please you or your money refunded, you
run no risk if you try Mathewson's Studio.
New location, better light and better
conveniences mean quicker service
and better work. ~ i ~ ~ ~
IN FACT, ANYTHING AND EVERYrHING
IN THE LINE OF JEWELRY, GO TO
MARTIN'S
FARMVILLE', VIRGINIA
AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF STATE
NORMAL JEWELRY CONSTANTLY
I i~ ON HAND ~I i
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN YOUR ORDERS
fOR CLASS PINS AND RINGS, MEDALS. ETC.
FOR
RINGS, PINS, BRACELETS
WATCHES, TRINKETS
FINE WATCHES and JEWELRY REPAIRING A SPECIALTYOver People's National Bank Farmville, Va.
If you have a roll of films you want
developed and printed quickly and
good at a moderate price, try
Jtltr (~ltihh:gJ[rinltuy_QIn.
--OJGl ~INE PRINTING r<lv-
FOR BANKS,COU RTHOUSES,OFFICES AND COLLEGES
NASHVI LLE,TENN.
12
Meals Sened at
Any Time of Da,.
THE HAUNT OF THE HUNGRY Cool Drinks
Ice Cream
G-rand steaks, chops, and sandwiches,
R-easonably cheap are they,
E-verything the heart could long for,
E-arly served at any time of day.
K-ome, ye hungry schoolgirls,
S -omething good awaits you right away.
ts~~JFirst )tationat ~ank
jF'at'mvlll~. Vlt'S!lnla
Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00
United States, City, County, and Postal Savings Depository
N, B. DAVIDSON,President A. G. CLAPHAM,Vice President
E. S. MARTIN, Vice President V. VAlDEN, Cashier
A. C, OGBURN.JR., Assistant Cashier
Accounts of Corporations, Firms, and Individuals Solicited
'G~~ll~opl~.s )'tational ~ank
"J"armvill~. Virginia
[Un de r Supervision
of the United States GovernmentPeople:, forrotcction
G. M. Robeson, President E. T. Bondurant, Vice President
J. L. Bugg, Cashier
1. W. Hubbard, Assistant Cashier
Aunt Lou (to homesick girl): "Neber min', honey; dey's always
a place yo' k in fin' sympathy."
Rat (eagerly): "Where, Aunt Lou?"
Aunt Lou: "In de dictionary."
First Pupil: "Why was Cupid blind?"
Second Pupil: "I don't know."
First Pupil: "I do, because we've just had it in zoology."
Miss Winston: "Did you use diluted hydrochloric acid? "
E-l-n V-u-hn: "No; I thought you said use consecrated acid."
Miss Black iston : "When do rivers do most of their work?"
R-t- B-a-l-: "At night."
State FeIllale Nrn-ma l School
FARMVILLE, VA.
COURSES
FOUR-YEAR ACADEMIC COURSE
TWO- YEAR PROFESSIONAL COURSE
(Based on High School Graduation)
TWO-YEAR KINDERGARTEN COURSE
TWO-YEAR MANUAL ARTS COURSE
ELEMENTARY COURSE
Splendidly equipped for the training of
Teachers.
A Training School consisting of a kin-
dergarten and eight grades.
Every graduate is an experienced teacher
when she receives her diploma.
The leading Universities, Colleges, and Normal Schools of
the country are represented in the Faculty, and each
instructor has had special training for the work of his
department.
For information concerning State Scholarships and details
of the work offered, address
J. L. JARMAN, President
Farmville, Virginia
Make Wade's your headquarters, where all
of your wants are catered to. -'- _.-
D E ALE R I N
CARPETS DUSTED, SCOURED,
DYED, OR MADE INTO RUGS
OR DRUGGETS
PENNANTS, STATIONERY,
CONFECTIONERIES, FRUITS,
CANNED GOODS, HEINZ
PICKLES AND OLIVES. THE
LARGEST AND MOST SANITARY
SODA FOUNTAIN IN TOWN.
AGENT FOR COLE'S ICE
CREAM, MARTHA WASHING-
TON AND APOLLO CANDIES.
FOR HEALTH, STYLE, AND
COMFORT IN CORSETS, THE
CORSET SHOP
The Best CLEANING, DYEING
FRENCH CLEANINGNormal School
Supplies
A. V. WADE
FARMVILLE, .' . VIRGINIA
Mrs. A. J. Pyle, Proprietor
315North Fifth Street Richmond, Virginia
Mrs. A. J. Pyle
315 North Fifth St., Richmond, Virginia
Teacher: "What is Paris green?"
Pupil: "That new shade of green ribbon."
"You look tired out. Are you overworked " "
" Yes, I'm studying for a doctor,"
"Why on earth don't you let him study for himself?"
Echoes from Zoology: "Young ladies, if you expect to learn
anything about the chimpanzee, you must keep YOUI' eyes on me."
" I'm quite willing to propose to him this year," she said, "but
.here is one thing that I dread,"
"And what is that?"
"Asking his mother for him."
4% Interest Paid on Savings
,
The Bank of Hampton, Virginia ~
Hampton, Virginia '
Tbe Oldest and Largest Bank on the Peninsula
eapital and Surplus, - - $250,000.00
Resources, - - - - - $1,750,000.00
Personal y and y Business y Accounts y Solicited
H. L SCHMELZ F. W. DARLING NELSON S. GROOME
President Vice President Cashier
TRAVEL BOOKS
Seeing Europe by Automobile
By LEE MERRIWEATHER
Author of "A 'I'ramp Trip Abroad," etc.
12mo. 360 pages. 32 illustrations and a map. 52.00 Net
An entertaining, practical, useful guide and handbook; full of information, hints,
and the results of actual experience.
Camp and Camino in Lower California
By ARTHUR W. NORTH
8vo. 346 pages. 32 illustr a tions. 2 maps. 53.00 Net
The most readable and complete account of our little-known neighbor. A timely
book,
A Guide to Great Cities: Western Europe
By ESTHER SINGLETON
12mo. 295 pages. 16 illustrations. S1.25 Net
Sixteen cities, the most famous and interesting of France and the Spanish Penin-
sula A really practical guide, suitable for actual or fireside travel. Valuable as a
supplementary reader in geography or history .
AT ALL BOUI{SELLERS
THE BAKER & TAYLOR COMPANY. New York City
SYDNOR & HUNDLEY
(INCORPORATED)
LEADERS IN
FURNITURE
THE STORE FOR EVERYBODY
Seventh and Grace RICHMOND, VA.
J. S. Darling & Son
HAMPTON, VA.
PLANTERS AND
PACKERS OF
Hampton 'Bar
Oysters
All oysters are good. None are
better than ours. The oysters we
use are from our own planted beds,
and are opened fresh each day.
We ship in nonreturnable five-
l1'alloncans. Our opening house is
inspected regularly by the State
Inspector of Pure Foods, and our
oyster bed. also have careful super-
vision and inspection. All orders
will receive prompt attention.
Try one of our five-gallon cens of
Selects, and divide them with your
neighbors.
Capacity of our plant, 10,000 gallons per week
Cussons, May & Co.
(INCORPORATED)
Glen Allen, Virginia
MANUF ACTURERS OF
Advertising Calendars
and Blotters
Catalogue and samples sent
to business firms only
Write for same
We are also specialists in
label printing
ESTABLISHED H68
Agents Wanted for the Sale of Calendars
THE HOME B~1KERY
Macaroons, Lady Fingers, Cream Puffs,
Fancy Cakes of every size and kind,
Doughnuts, Homemade Candies, Pies, and Pop Corn,
Fresh at any time of day you'll find.
We Solicit Your Special Orders
The
Farmville Herald
Job Printing
Department
Is complete with modern equip-
ment_ All work intrusted to it
receives'prompt attention.
YOUR PATRONAGE IS SOLICITED
Established 1838 Incorporated 1889
The Farmville Mills
Manufacturers of
Patent Full Roller Process Flours, Pure Water-Ground
Meal, Bran, Ship Stuff and Mill Feed
Farmville, Virginia
W. J. HILLSMAN e CO.
'rhe largest line of Dry Goods
and Ready-to-Wear Garmwts
for ladies and gentlemen in
Farmville, Virginia .
<!onse.rvatorr of music
7arm"iU~. Virginia
SEE
L. M. MARTIN
Third Street, Farmville, Virginia
WHEN YOU WANT PRINTING OF ANY KIND
CEO. 'l(ICHARDSON e CO.
STAPLE ANTJ FANCY
Wroc~ri~s
""])rl' WOO~.s,~oot.s an~ .5bou
R. A. 'BALDWIN e SONS
Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes, EtL
We Cater to the Wallts of the S.clwoloiris
Agents for Warner's Rust-Proof Corsets. Dorothy Dodd Shoes
Complete Line of Ladies' Garments Ready to Wear
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
n II II n nn n
The name HUNT suggests-first, last, and always-Photographs of the HIGHEST
EXCELLENCE. Photographs made on honor, and everywhere noted for their
GOOD QUALITIES.
It's not the name that makes the Photographs good, but the Photographs that
makes the name famous.
The GOLD MEDAL Photographer, and you will find him in Farmville, in the
best-equipped studio in the South, where. perfection is paramount,
Holder of eleven medals and diplomas for artistic effects in Photography.
Photography in all its branches. Portraits a specialty.
Pictures in This 'Book
Made by Hunt
What's in a Name?
ONLY WHAT IT SUGGESTS
~J ~tJ~Ti
For College Work Just
ASK ME
There is something at the bottom of the way the
School Trade takes to the school furniture and
school supplies manufactured by the Virginia School
Supply Company. It is not an expensive line.
Quality considered, they
have the cheapest goods
that it is safe to buy. III
The through and through trustworthiness is the
secret of their success; satisfied customers, their
best advertisements.
They carry every article needed to equip an up-
to-date school. Write for complete catalogue.
Virginia School Supply Co.
Sole manufacturers and owners of Virgo plate
Blackboard and Old Dominion Patent Heat-
ing and Ventilating Systems.
DRY GOODS and NOTIONS
'<tyRICHMOND I ~ I VIRGINIA
HOUSE FURNISHINGS A SPECIALTY
Tapestry, Velvet, and Axminster
Rugs and Druggets.
. China, Japan, and Crex Mattings,
Rugs, and Druggets,
Floor Oilcloth and Linoleum.
Bedspreads, Blankets, Comforts,
Sheets, and Pillowcases.
Table Linens of all kinds.
Towels,' Table Oilcloth, Window
Curtains, and Shades.
School Supply Skill
,
Hughes
WHOLESALE
Our House Furnishing Catalogue, printed in colors,
will enable you to select your order. Write for it.18 South Ninth St. Box 474 Richmond. Virginia
Co~le'eAnnualsand Catalo~es
-we make a specialty of work of this .
character. Cet our samples and prices.
BUSH-KREBS COMPANY
4<>8W. Main St:"Co.Po.AT<t>Louisville, Ky.
Fifty FaIllous Fables
Edited by Lida Brown McMurry
Primary Critic Teacher, JIlinois State Normal College
This book, which is the twenty-second volume of our
GRADED CLASSIC SERIES, contains a delightful group
of fables selected for second-grade reading, inculcating moral
lessons such as children in that grade may be expected to
appreciate and would be better for knowing. A unique feature
of the book is the classification of the fables according to the
moral lessons they convey.
Cloth. Illustrated. Price, 30c, Postpaid
B. F. Johnson Publishing Co.
DALLAS RICHMOND ATLANT A
Said the rooster to the hens: "I must go, hens."
Said the hens to the rooster: "That's only a roos-ter get away."
Heard in the Manual Training Shop: "Please give me some
sandpaper to sandpaper my back"
She, a teaching Senior.
He, a Hampden-Sydney youth.
She (adjusting a fractious curl): "I just can't get my curricu
lum adjusted."
He (eyeing her curiously): "It doesn't show."
Senior (as they encounter VlCIOUS bulldog): "Go on, Susie;
you said you'd face death for me."
Adoring Freshman Crush: "But he isn't dead!"
A. T. GRAY DRUG COMPANY
Farmville, Virginia
Drugs, Toilet l\Tticles, Stationery
New and Up-to-date Soda Fountain
THE REXALL STORE
Representing [he Re xall Line
Come and Give Us a Trial
Columbia Trucit Sequantur Alii
Ladies' Gymnasium Suits
Approbation of Leading Phyaical
Directors
Consumers' League Endorsement
Columbia Gymnasium Suit Co.
301 Con gr ess Street, Boston, Mass.
Barrow
Coal
Company
Splint
Pocahontas
Virginia City
Coal
Anthracite att Sizes-Also Blacksmith's eoa{
FARMVILLE, - VIRGINIA
Use Virginia-Carolina
Fertilizers and" Increase
Your Yield per Acre"
SALES OFFICESI
NORFOLK, VA.
ATLANTA, GA.
SAVANNAH. GA.
"OLUMBIA. S. C.
RICH MONO, VA.
DURHAM, N. C. COLUMBUS, GA.
WINSTON-SALe:~.N.C. MONTGOMERY, AU
CHARLESTON. 3. C. MEMPHIS, TENN.
BALTIMORE. M. 0 SHREVEPORT, L.A.
CALUMET TEA & COFFEE COMPANY
161-163NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
Proprietors
ARISTON COFFEE AND SPICE MILLS CHICAGO
Bliss C& LeStourgeon
Successors to Bliss Brothers
T. L. Bliss C& C. J. L~Stourgeon, Managers
Phone 198 Farmville, Virginia
(U If {"Quality Ice Cream"
Q)~e0hera .s 406-8EAST MAIN STREET
/ RICHMOND, - VIRGINIA
DOCTORS HAMLET & COCKS
DENTISTS
OVER BUGG'S GROCERY STORE
C. C. COWAN
UNDERTAKER AND FURNITURE DEALER
MATTINGS, LINOLEUM, AND RUGS
Farmville, Virginia
When you get cheated by a shark, just think of Jonah-he was
completely taken in by a whale,
" Do you love me, darling?" coaxed the crush,
"Sweetheart," fervently answered the Senior, "I love every
hair on your bureau."
"What is a 'vacuum?'"
" A 'vacuum' is the large, empty space in which the pope re-
sides,"
C. E.Chappell Company
Farmville, Virginia
DEALERS IN
CONFECTIONERIES, FRUITS
BLANK BOOKS, STATIONERY
TOBACCO AND CIGARS
============AGENTSFOR============
HUYLER'S CANDY AND SHEPHERD'S CREAM
Richardson & Cralle
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
DEALERS IN
Dry Doods, Notions, ClothinQ,
. Shoes, and cyjats
Nearly all ,the girls buy their Why Don't YOU?
shoes of RIchardson & Cralle •
Go to ANDERSON'S For
c5'1edicines
Drugs
A=N=d should you want a cooling glass of soda
D=E=R=S=O=N=' 5 intensive heating to dispel
S= T =O=p not a minute, seek at once this store,
R=E=member that no other place is in it.
You'll know this when you try it, not before.
CHOCOLATES, BONBONS MOST DELICIOUS ICE CREAM
FINE CANDIES SERVED
CoIe -'8 FORMERLY GUTH'S
c 309 K BROAD STREET
Cafe FIRST FLOOR
POPULAR PRICES
DAINTY, REFINED, RESTFUL FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN-,
BOOKS! BOOKS!! BOOKS!!!
BOOKS OF ALL KINDS FOR THECLASS ROOM, THE HOME CIRCLE,
THE FARM, THE PUPIL, THE TEACHER
THE LATEST AND BEST BOOKS OF
FICTION_ BOOKS ON METHODS OF
EDUCATION A SPECIALTY. :-: :-:
THE MACMILLAN OOMPANY
PUBLISHERIS NEW YORK
REPRESENTATIVE,W. S. GOOCH, UNIVERSITY,VIRGINIA
Virginia Farms, Timber Lands,
and Suburban Property
Do not fail to write or see us if you want to
BUY. SELL~ OR EXCHANGE
any real estate. We have daily inquiries and
tender you our best services for a square deal
PROPERTY AND FARM STOCK SOLD PRIVATELY
AND BY PUBLIC AUCTION
ESTABLISHED 1890
References: Firat National Bank, Savings Bank of Richmond, and other
City Banks
J. D. CARNEAL & SONS ~1CHtt~~D,thV~.thSt.
SALES LOANS RENTING
HEINZ 57 VARIETIES
Experts differ on scientific questions, and
so they naturally differ about the harmful-
ness of Benzoate of Soda in prepared foods,
but Heinz "57 Varieties" contain no Ben-
zoate of Soda or other ingredient of doubt-
ful nature. They are made of fresh, sound
fruit and vegetables, in clean kitchens, and
by neat working people, and Benzoate of
Soda is not needed to make them keep.
Anything that's Heinz is safe to buy
H. J. HEINZ COMPANY
NEW YORK PITTSBURG CHICAGO LONDON
A Talk on Advertising
Every merchant's success depends upon advertising. This form
of advertising has never appealed to me (for five and ten cent business).
I sincerely hope that my previous impression was wrong. So
it's up to you to show me the fallacy of my previous reasoning, and
incidentally it's up to you whether or not this "ad" is to be continued.
When you go to the Five and Ten Cent Store, just say,
"I saw it in the Virginian."
That is easy and will convince me, and will guarantee you a
regular customer.
Roy Mathewson, Farmville, Virginia
Five and Ten Cent Merchandise
Nothing over Ten Cents

